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SATURDAY

How to deal
Words of advice for incoming students promote
academic responsibility and campus involvement.
Page 4A-5A

News

SECTION

Blair Hall recovers from April fire
More th.an three months
after a blaze destroyed
the upper level of

Blair Hall Relocations Cllnical Services Btildlng
+ FIRST FLOOR:

historic Blair Hall,
repairs are in the works

Department of
Sociology/Anthropology

By Hoity Henschen

Minority Affairs

Editor in chief
A thick blanket of smoke covered the city the afternoon of
April 28. As 30 mph winds blew
through Charleston, emergency
crews from the surrounding area
rushed to Eastern's campus in
;:::=,l"PCTV'l'DSe to ~e that eve~aTiy
destroyed the top floor of the university's third oldest building.
August 2, the university Board of
Trustees is set to approve an
architect/engineer to rebuild the
frame of a building that housed
the offices and classes of nine
gepartments and programs.
No one was injured in the fire,
but it did prompt an important
change in Charleston's fire
response methods. Charleston
City Council and Eastern's BOT
separately approved approved
resolutions to collaborate on the
purchase of a ladder fire truck.
The truck, capable of pumping
2,000 gallons of water per minute,
is equipped with a platform capable of rescuing people from highrise residence halls
Blair Hall, which sits just
behind Old Main on Seventh
Street, was constructed in 1913. It
is named after Frances G. Blair,
Eastem's first football coach. The
building
held
the
sociology/anthropology AfricanAmerican studies departments
and graduate school, as well as
Minority Affairs, Gateway, international and grants and research

Quakin'
in the
Quad has

free fun

Gateway Program
+SECOND FLOOR:

International Programs,
Grants and Research,
ncan~A.mencan

Graduate School.
School of Continuing
Education,
Consolidated communications
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Area ti~ battle Aprll 28 Blair Hal fire that destroyed the building s upper level. It is now being repair8d.

programs before the fire. These
departments have temporarily
been relocated to the old clinical
services building, located on the
corner of Seventh and Garfield
Streets, North of Buzzard Hall.
The School of Continuing
Education is set to relocate
Monday to the Consolidated

University Board has a full roster of free
events planned for new and returning students.
The fall welcome mixer, "Jamaican me Crazy,"
and Quakin' in the Quad and will welcome students this year.
"Jamaican Me Crazy", hosted by the UB
Mainstage Committee, will be from 8p.m. to 10
p.m. on Thursday, Aug. 19 on the South Quad
The mixer will feature tropical drink mock-tails,
pizza and cajun chicken and red beans and rice.
A DJ will play popular and Caribbean music.
Event-goers can compete in dance and limbo

to know

1

Eastern
+Page 48-58
+Page 4D-5D

SEE Bar, 11tern1tlvt1 guide

Communications building on
Lincoln Ave. The telephone numbers and email addresses listed
for these departments remain
identical to those listed in the
Eastern telephone directory.
The origin of the fire was determined to be a gun used to heat
paint for removal from walls. The

STAFF REPORT

Getting

SEE Campus photo map

tu es,

gun, still warm, transferred beat
through a wall in Blair Hall and
ignited an undermined material
within the wall, possibly a bird's
nest.
As the building burned, the
community gathered in awe of the
spectacle before them. Many professors lost research and records

contests, and giveaways will also be included.
The mixer, cosponsored by Pizza Hut, is a great
way for Eastern students to mix and mingle, a
press release said.
On Saturday, Aug. 21, The University Board
Special Events Committee will host Quakin' in
the Quad. The annual event is titled "We've Got
Fun and Games" this year. The 6-hour event will
include inflatable games: The Titanic Slide and
Iceberg, an obstacle course, Bouncy Boxing, the
Gladiator Joust, The Bungee Run and the
Bouncer. Students can compete for prizes in carnival games: ball bounce, ball roll, bean bag toss,
cover the spot, see ball, fat cats, knock-a-block

in the fire. Classes for the last
weeks of the spring semester
were diverted to the Martin
Luther King University Union.
Professors whose offices were
effected by the fire recently
began receiving their salvaged
documents from professional
cleaners.
Though a temporary roof structure bas been secured on Blair
Hall, major reconstruction work
will begin after the selection of an
architect/engineer. It bas been
estimated that the university will
spend $300,000-$350,000 to repair
the fire damage. The departments
now stationed in the old clinical
services building may be there
until December, as the search continues for a more adequate environment for classes and offices.

and tim pan Alley. Back to school bingo will be
offered under the UB tent at the event to win
back to school prizes. from 10 p.m.-U p.m., live
karaoke will put Eastern students in the songs of
their favorite musical artists. A DJ will be present to provide a soundtrack for the evening.
T-shirt giveaways and balloon art can leave
students with something to remember the event
by.
Food and refreshments for Quakin' in the
Quad will be provided by: residence hall campus
picnic, Papa Johns and Dominoes Pizza and
Pepsi-Cola. Lemon shake-ups, mocktails and ice
cream will also be available.
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Tuesday
Few showers
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Panther Checking
Makes it Happen!
When you open a Panther Checking account
at First Mid-Illinois Bank & Trust, your
Panther Card has the power to provide
convenient banking! Imagine... the same
card that :,erves as your student ID,
university access, library and meal card
can also serve as an ATM and debit card!

With Panther Checking, you'll also enjoy-

MONEY TO

•

No minimum balance

•

No monthly fee

•

Free ch1..>eks to start your account

•

•

10 free check transactions per month IS50mdr thereafter)
Free ATM acc<!!-s on-campus and at all conveniently
located Fir<:t Mid ATMs

•

Free Online Banking <Bill Paymnrt arailable for ~mall fee}

•

Free Telephone Banking

•

Panther Transfer - a convenient means for regular
electronic transfers from parent to student

You can now open
a Panther Checking
account online from
the comfort of your
own home!

1.ocatecl in the UnivetSity UnionRtst Mid is YDUR

FLY YOUR

On-campus Sonic!

•

First
Mid-filinois
Bank & Trust
Because You Expect More.

Call 345-8340 for more inlonnation.

ADVERTISE IN THE

www.firstmid.com

Member FDIC

MieroFridge Rental
Scratch-n-Dent Special
Very Limited
Supplies ...
Call Now ...
Free Delivery

877-904-1794

ONLY
$89
per year
+$10 ref dep

Toll Free
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CORRECTIONS
To ensure accuracy and improve
our
services
to
our
readers, The Daily Eastern News
reserves this space every day for
corrections.

SUGGESTIONS
If you have any suggestions or
ideas for articles you would like to
see in The News, feel free to con·
tact us at 581-2812 or hhen·
schen9@hotmail.com

Welcome Back BBQ!
COME JOIN EASTERN'S GREEK STUDENTS
ON:

Sunday, Aug. 29th
5-8PM
CARMAN HALL BY GREEK COURT
COME OUT FOR FOOD, MUSIC, & PLAY
4-SQUARE TO SUPPORT ST. JUDE
CHILDREN'S RESEARCH HOSPITAL

Meet Reality TV Star - Ethan Zohn
from "survivor t111 Africa"
EIU's Greeks providing Leadership & Service for 75 years!
1 uescla), August 24, 2004- 7:00PM Union Grand Ballroom
"Survi~·or rm Africa" Winner - Ethon Zohn

Presents: "Character - tile Ultimate Survival Toof'
Come meet the TV reality stur and millionaire who donated his prize money
to stnrt a non-profit organization called "Grass Roots Soccer" \\hich
provides eduClltion about HIVI AIDS prevention conducted by profess1ooal
soccer pla) ers and role models throughout Africa. Ethan's presentation
discusses CHARACTER: where 1t comes from; wh) it matters; and how
character can help you make decisions, both big and small, throughout your
time as a student here at Eastern Illinois University.

GO GREEK
Eastern Illinois University
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Fraternity Recruitment Schedule
. August 2151 - Uni\•ersity Board's Campus Carnh•al
Corne visit our table in the South Quad!
August 24•h, 6-9PM Information Tables at Ethan Zohn's
Presentation: "Character- The Ultimate Survh·al Tool"
Union Grand Ballroom/Walkway
August 29•b, S:OOpm - Welcome Back BBQ/4-Squarc
Tournament for St. Jude Children's Hospital
·
Outside Cannan Hall
September 20th, 6:00pm - "Inside Stuff" Informational Event
Union Grand Ballroom
ept. 21", 6:00pm - Open Houses - Individual Chapter Houses
ept. 22nd, 6:00pm - Open Houses - Individual Chapter Houses
ept. 23n1, 6:00pm - Open Houses - Individual Chapter Houses
pt. 24th, 6:00pm - Formal Smoker - lndividual Chapter Houses
• Once you have made your decision ofwbicb fraternity you wish to join, you
can accept your Fntternity Invitation (Bid) at the Student Life Ofrace University Union at any time. Student Life Ofnce boun are 8AM-4:30PM
Mon-Fri.
• You may tollect more than one "Bid" or invitation to join a fraternity. YOU
ARE NOT COMM11TED TO JOIN ANY FRATERN/11' UNTIL YOU BRING
YOUR BID CARD TO TIJE STUDENT LIFE OFFICE. Fraternities can
extend 11 "Bid" or an imitation to join any time throughout the year.

WHll ILUIOIS lllYllSITY
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Sorority Recruitment Events-Fall 2004

••

• August 21" - University Board's Campus Carnival!
• August 23rc1 to September 9th-PHC Recruitment Registration
Come to the Student Life Office OR
12:00 - 4 :00 p.m.-Union Food Court or Colemon Hall
4 :30 - 6:30 p.m.-Dining Services Lines
• August 24th - 7:00PM • Survivortm Africa• Winner - Ethan
Zohn's Presentation: .. Character-the Ultimate Sur.-iva/ Toot
- Union Grand Ballroom. Information tables from 6-9PM.
• August 25th-· Sorority Recruitment Informational
7:00 p.m.-Union Grand Ballroom
• August 29th - 5-8PM Greek Life

Welcome Back BBQ & 4-

Square 'Tournament for St. Jude Children's Hospital
(Outside of Carman Hall by Greek Court)
• September 8th - Sorority Recruitment Ice Cream Social
8:00 p.m.-Carman Hall Cafeteria
• September 9th_ 12th Recruitment Events {All Weekend)
• September 14th- 5 :00 p.m. BID DAY- University Union

PLEASE REMEMBER TO INCLUDE THE $25 REGISTRATION FEE
WITH YOUR RECRUITMENT APPLICATION!

www.eiu.edu/-grklife
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OPINION

THE DAIIX
EASTERNNEWS

The adventure of a lifetime...

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

.

Editorial board

Holly Henschen, Editor in chief

Evan Hill, News and Editorial Page editor
Heather Hall, Sports editor
David Thill, Verge editor

hhenschen90hotmall.com

EDITORIAL

The chance
•
1s yours,
don't blow it
Often times freshmen descend upon Eastern
with only one thing in their minds and hearts-partying. And while college is definitely a period di
life to get rowdy, it won't last very long if you
don't save at least part of
your time here for actual Atilsue
school work. You should- New college
n't be surprised that if by students experience
many new forms of
sophomore year you
freedom,
and are
know at least 10 people
prone to abuse It.
who have dropped out of
Our stance
college because they
stuclensts should be
couldn't balance the
mindful of their edubooks and the kegs.
cational respnSibfitles
to ensure they don't
Yes, college is a time
fall into badstand1ng
for fun. but it is also a
academteally.
time of personal growth
through education. And
only those who can balance the two will be able to
struggle through their four or five years here and
walk across the stave in the end.
It is easy for freshmen and other incoming students to lay more importance on social activity
than work. They are new to the area and often
insecure because they have left most, if not all, of
their life-long friends back at home.
The courses you take and the grades you will
receive will also be important, though. It can take
three years of straight As and Bs to raise a C
average at freshman year to an upper B GPA at
graduation. And don't believe the motto, because
at Eastern in most de partments, Ds don't "get
degrees."
Furthermore, freshman courses are the stepping stones to the more intense classes along the
road. If you lack the knowledge other gained in
the U.S. Constitution, you'll be at a severe disadvantage in American State Politics the following
year.
But most of all, if for nothing else, devote the
needed time to your classes so you can stay in college, and fully experience what it is about. So
many people deprive themselves of the full experience because they wanted all the fun and none
of the work.
College is more than kegs, freedom and rowdiness. It is a time of personal growth, exploration
and development. Don't mess it up. You may
never forgive yourself if you do.

The editorial is the majority opi111on of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

College-the final frontier. OK,
not really, but it's one step for a
student and one giant leap for studentkind.
Enough with the space refer.___ _ _ __. ences, because at college you are
Holly henschen
going to get about as down to earth
Editor in chief
and touch with yourself as you
and
ever have before.
semi-monthly
College is the mythical land
columnist
away
from the tyranny of college
for The'Daily
EastemNews
cliques and meddling parents. You
Henschen also is have the freedom to be your own
a senior journal- person and the means to find out
isr!' and pol_itical who you really are. As a freshman,
science maior
you have a clean slate on which to
She can be reectled at write your plans for the future. So
xhhensctlen90ho·
it's time to start writing.
meil.CQm
There are many courses of
action here at Eastern. The first
and foremost should be getting an
education. This is only possible
through attending class and, well,
studying. But there are many other
ways to get schooled besides the
tried-and-true, from-the-book
method. Experience is a great
teacher, and has less possibility to
bore you than any professor. If you
encounter an unfamiliar opportunity, I encourage you to try it. You'll
never know how you will adapt to a
situation unless you put yourself in
a new position. Experience is the
best way to gain insight and perspective.
A great way to learn is from pe<>ple. You will encounter individuals
from all walks of life in your
career at Eastern. You may
become great friends with some,
and not so great friends with others. But by meeting new people,
you can develop what you like
about yourself nnd recognize what
you don't like about others.
Everyone you meet becomes a part
of you in one way or another.
Eastern is a small university of
about 10,000 students. But, just to
warn you, you will not remember
the names of all the people you
meet. There are several hundred
Mikes, Bobs, Joes, Steves, Sarahs,
Jennys and Kellys all over this
campus. Don't be afraid to ask pe<>ple's names, even if you have

"Enjoy your time at
Eastern because it will
be over before you know
it. The real world is a
foreign place after college, but if you take an
active position in your
education, you will be
armed with the
resources necessary to
succeed as you see fit.."
already met them. It's better than
never knowing it and feeling like a
dork later.
One advantage of a small university is the class size. With 20-30
people in most classes, you have
great opportunities to meet people
and develop lasting freindships.
Some of my best friends at Eastern
are people I met in class, at work
or through other people. Don't be
afraid to approach people that
seem interesting because the worst
thing they could do is be rude to
you. And in that situation, you don't
want their companionship anyway.
You can also speak up in a small
class more with less competition
from other hands flying into the
air. Class is interaction between the
teacher and students. A class with
no dialogue is a waste of money, so
express your opinion in classes and
you will learn more than if you
give your education the silent
treatment.
With small classes come better
relationships with professors and
instructors. It's best to become
familiar with the people who have
power over your grades! Not that
baldng them cookies and sending
them flowers will guarantee you an
A. But if you stop by your teachers'
offices now and then to ask a question about class, or inquire about
your grade, you will get more out
of the course. Professors would not
be here if they didn't want to facilitate your learning. You may just
learn that your teachers are interesting and intelligent people that
you grealty respect.
Besides the educational aspect
of attending a university, many

Words of Wisdom
Look to the Classics, History, to the Arts, for
there is truth. Look away from the systems,
the processes, the techniques.
- Char1es Guggenheim

The things taught in schools and colleges
are not an education, but the means to an
education.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

possibilties wait around every corner. This sounds corny, but it's really true. Four years seems like an
infinite amount of time, but the
hours of classes and studying fly
by. Now is the time to consider
what you want to accomplish here
at Eastern. If you have an interest,
the chances are that a club or
organization along those lines
exists. If there is no such club,
. start one! Student leadership is
highly respected at Eastern. Much
more esteemed than student
drunkenness. All work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy, it's true. But
if you want to remember your
times at Eastern, the best way to
keep those membories is by not
erasing them all at the bar or house
parties.
For many students, college is a
time of poverty. Not to frighten
you, but when the major choice of
the day is between food, beer, gas
or school supplies, you know you
are a college student. But being
poor makes you appreciate the best
things in life: friends, education
and the great opportunities you
affording yourself by attending a
university. Don't worry about being
poor in college, beqiuse most people are. In Charleston, and even at
Eastern, there are many jobs
where you can make some extra
cash. But don't forget you are here
to get an education, not to work.
So enjoy your time at Eastern
because it will be over before you
know it. The real world is a foreign
place after college, but if you take
an active position m your education, )'Ou will be armed with the
resources necessary to succeed as
you see fit.
And don't worry about bumbling
around'"ns you search for a building
or classroom, or even sittmg down
onlr to realize you are in the wrong
class. Everybody does it. And you
won't be a freshman for long. It
seems like only yesterday I was
telling people at parties that I was
a sophomore. But now I am on the
dov:nhill stretch. looking forward
to what dreams may come.

The college undergraduate is a lot of thi
many of them as familiar, predictable and
responsible as the bounce of a basketbal~
and others as startling (and occasionally
astrous) as the bounce of a football.
- John Sloan Dickey
Education is what remains when one has
forgotten everything he learned in school.
- Albert Einstein

Here is the place to express
The staff at The Daily
Eastern News wants to
know what you think about
current events, campus
issues, college living or anything you feel should be discussed.
Please send or bring your
letters to the editor to our
campus address, 1811

Buzzard Hall, or by submitEastern community!
ting them at our Web site:
Holly Henschen
www.thedailyeasternnews.c
Editor in chief
om
The Daily Eastern News
When sending letters,
please include your name l.ElTERS TO THE EDITOR· The Dally Eastern News
and a way to contact you.
Thanks for sharing your
ideas and-opinions with The
•
Daily Eastern News and the

a.

accepts letters to
addresslng IOcal, state, nauonal and lntematlonal ISSUeS. They should be lesa
worosandlncludelheeuthors'name,telephonenumt>erandaddress.Studenll

lndieate their year In SChool and lllllJOr. Fnculty. adm.nistratJon and staff sholJd
their position and depaJ1ment. Letters Whose authors camct be verified wl
Pflllted Depending on space constrllintS. we may edit letters so keep tt
letters can be sent 10 The Daily Eastem News at 1811 Buzzard Haft
61920, faxed to 217-581-2923, or e-mailed to~ com.
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Words of Wisdom
America's future walks through the doors
of our schools every day.
- Mary Jean LeTendre
College is a refuge from hasty judgment.
- Robert Frost
A college education is not a quantitative
body of knowledge salted away in a card
file. It is a taste for knowledge, a taste
for philosophy, if you will; a capacity to
explore, to question, to perceive relationships, between fields of knowledge and
experience. - A. Whitney Griswold
The direction in which education starts a
man will determine his future life.
- Plato
The university is the archive of the
Western ideal, the keeper of the Western
culture, the guardian of our heritage, the
dwelling of the free mind, the teacher of
teachers.
- Adlai Stevenson
College professor--someone who talks in
other people's sleep.
- Bergen Evans
Economists report that a college education adds many thousands of dollars to a
man's lifetime income--which he then
spends sending his son to college.
- Bill Vaughn
I have never let schooling interfere with
my education.
- Mark Twain
If you feel that you have both feet planted on solid ground, then the university
has failed you.
- Robert Gohen

OPINION

Getting ahead before you begin
Welcome to Eastern Illinois
University ! In choosing Eastern
for your college education, you
have just made one of the best
and most important decisions in
your life, one that will have an
incredibly positive impact on your
whole future.
Loius Hencken
Eastern is a unique institution.
Eastern president
The
university has a stray dog
and guest
buried in a place of honor on camcolumnist
for The Daily
pus. The university has a legend
EastemNews
that a ghost is inhabiting one of
our oldest buildings. It has a
He can be reached at
proud history of academic excelscMlOeiu.edu.
lence. And I feel that this
University has a promising future
as we continue the traditions of
the past We are glad that you are
part of that promising future.
I have been here a long time. I
started as a student at Eastern 40
years ago and loved it so much
that I've spent the rest of my life
here. I couldn't begin to describe
in this small space how influential
this university has been in my life,
and now rm ready to help you
come to love this place as much as
I do.
Everyone's a little nervous
when they first hit campus. This
is okay. Yes, college students are
excited about all the freedom and
fun that college has to offer, but
they're also worried. They might
be worried that they won't be
smart enough, or disciplined
enough to deal with harder course
work than they had in high school
or at a community college.
They might be worried about
how they're going to "fit in."
Being voted "most popular" or
"best looking," or "most likely to
succeed" in high school doesn't
get you much here, and so everybody's kind of starting from
scratch when it comes to establishing a reputation and friends.
Fortunately, there are a number

'
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"l couldn't begin

to describe in this
small sv.ace how
influential this univers{ty has been in
my life, and now
I'm reddy to help
you come to love
this P.lace as much
as I ao."
of things you can do to take control of your new life here at
Eastern and maximire your
chances for success. For example:
+Choose your friends carefully.
The people you hang out with
can either be a tremendous source
of encouragement and support or
can cause you to lose your focus
and motivation. Also, students
often keep the friends they make
in college for life, so make sure
they're the kind of people you
want around for that long.
+Manage your new "freedom"
carefully.
This may be' the first time in
your life that no one will be
around to tell you what to do and
when to do it. Some students don't
handle all this freedom very well
They work harder making excuses rather than good decisions, and
their choices (e.g., partying too
much, skipping class, falling
behind, etc.) quickly lead them to
disaster. Don't lose sight of the
fact that the primary reason
you're here is to get an education
and that with greater freedom
comes greater personal responsibility. Attend all of your classes.
+Get involved in extracurricular activities.
There are nearly 200 student
organizations on this campus, and

it's hard to find a night during the
fall and spring semesters when
there isn't some kind of athletic,
cultural or entertainment event
taking place.
Some students say they "don't
have any time" to take advantage
of these opportunities, but both
my experience and research data
indicate that involved students get
better grades and are more likely
to graduate.
+Learn about the support services available to you.
There is someone on this campus to help you with virtually any
problem: academics, personal,
social, financial, etc.). Take
advantage of Eastern's competent
and caring faculty/staff members
who have years of experience
helping students adjust to all
aspects of college life.
The fact that you have passed
Eastern's increasingly high admissions requirements and been
admitted to the university means
that you have the ability it takes to
make it here.
+Don't procrastinate.
December sounds like it is a
long way away - it will be here
sooner than you think.
U you combine your intellectual
gifts with a desire and commitment to succeed, I'm confident
that one day you will walk across
the graduation stage with a diploma in your hand.
That day will come faster than
any of us can imagine, so try to
get the most out of each and every
day of your life at Eastern. Of
course, if you can't bring yourself
to leave campus upon graduation,
you can always follow my footsteps and stick around for an
extra few decades.
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Fourth Street Records revisited
A Charleston rel'ord store gets a new look
arul e.rpands nwrchandl:<;e

By Dar'Kelth Lotton
STAFF WRITER

It was almost one month ago that .KJ.rbv .Johnson began
remodeling his business, starting with an empty single level
floor. Tuday, Positively Fourth Street Records has a sec floor
and an elevator shaft- and there 1s till work to be done.
Located on the comer of Fourth Street and Lincoln
Avenue, Positively Fourth Street Records has been bringing
music, t·shirts and posters to Eastern students since its open·
ing in 1992.
Fourth Street Records sells music of various genres from
rock to hip hop to country, along with record.c;, tapes and used
CD's. There are also T-shirts for lovers of the psychedelic,
and posters galore.
"Students enjoy the posters.'' Johnson said previously.
"Even when students don't have any money, they love to
come in and look around. And posters are fun to look
through."
Before remodeling, Fourth Street Records had only one
level. In the main area are music CDs in alphabetical order.
There was a room to the East that held t·shirts, body jewelry
and candles. Th the back of the main area were posters.
When the remodeling is finished, the store will have a flight
of stairs to lead to a second level along with an elevator for
handicapped customers.
Th facilitate the remodeling, Fourth Street Records tern·
porally moved two doors down to the area that once housed
Joey's Place. Johnson's plan was two add a second level to the
once single level store, along with an extra room added.
"(Johnson and construction workers) have been working
pretty hard and have already gotten a lot accomplished,"
Kristen Rudy, a Fourth Street Records employee said.
"We're really looking forward to seeing the finished pro}
ect."
Johnson has devoted a lot of time to getting the store com·
pleted before classes begin for the fall semester.
'Tve been here every day from six in the morning to 10 at
night," Johnson said.
But he doesn't mind the work.
"It inspires me to go an extra step and do this for the stu·

DAILY EAS. ERN NEWS PHOTO BY OAR KEITH LOFTON

A contractor labors on the lower level of Positively Fourth Street Records. 1he store, located at the comer of Fouth and
Uncoln Streets across from Old Main, Is expanding from one to two stories. Remodeling is set to be completed by the begin·
ning of the semestter.

dents and community," he said.
Along with the second level and elevator, the store will
offer DVD rentals, a larger variety of postersClothing will
feature the brand names of Tyler, Penguin, Split and Hurley.
DVD rentals will be cheaper than the local competition,
Johnson said.
"I don't want to tip off any competition," Johnson said previously. "But I will say that students are going to be excited
with how much they're going to be saving by renting here."
Rudy said that customers will definitely appreciate rent·
ingDVD's.
"DVD rentals are going to be a great addition to the store,"
Rudy said. "This will allow costumers to rent movies, along
with buying music and other things."

Since he began remodeling, Johnson said things have been
going smoothly with few problems.
"There's always a bump on the road that you can't plan
for," Johnson said.
One of those bumps came one morning, when it rained for
about six hours.
"It rained practically all day and we couldn't get our
planned work done on the outside, so we had to focus on
inside work," Johnson said.
While the first few weeks have been mostly demolition,
construction workers will start giving Positively Fourth
Street Records its finishing touches.
The goal is to be finished by August 16, one week before
school starts," J ohnson said.

This is How Universi Board Welcomes You Back To EIU! t
August 19
Augusr 26
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Free Music, Free Food
Free Fun!
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10.~. ORDER

BY

Au
18
ONLY $9
R.ENT•••FOR MICRO- RIDGE
••• AND SUPER PURCHASE OPTION

·sAvE

Huskie Rentals exclusively has the unique Mircro-Fridge f:1 Super!
Purchase Option for your EIU residence hall room . The Micro-Fridge'
offers you a microwave, refrigerator and real freezer in one low nine amp unit. 1
The rent is $99 rent (plus $25 refundable deposit) for the entire academic year
if order is postmarked by Aug 18 or $110 rent (plus $25 refundable deposit) if
postmarked after Aug 18. We also offer the Jumbo-Fridge (approx. 3 cu.ft.).
for $84 ($69 rent I $15 deposit) and the Standard-Fridge (2 cu. ft.) for $44 ($29
rent I $15 deposit). All units come with the Super Purchase Option.,

A Real
0° Separate
Freezer

650 Watt
Microwave

Rental cost is only $49.50 per year when shared with roommate.

Super Purchase Option

Deluxe Black
Finish

Huskie Rentals offers all our customers the :•super Purchase Opdoa". Before your
unit is returned at the end of the Spring semester 2004, you may purchase your Micro-Fridge
for only $89 balance. The Jumbo fridge costs only $59 balance. The Standard fridge is only
$29 balance. All units come with a no hassle two year warranty.

"The Micro-Fridge transforms your
room to a micro apartment"

-----iluskie-ilentats
The EIU residence halls and staff are among the finest in the country (over 50 schools
served), however some kids opt for freedom off campus I fraternity life and our Low Rent /
Super Purchase Option offered by Huskie Rentals fits everyones needs whether or
not they stay on campus all four years.

PO Box 691 • Charleston, IL 61920

815-739-3740
(HQ) PO Box 1010 •DeKalb, IL 60115
(after 8/22/2004)
Toll Free 877-902-1794

..Serviag.JIJiJ.1ois-umver.silies-SinGe-1988

No Hassle Refund Policy
Free Delivery Day Dorms Open
Aug. 19. 20. 21. 22 (2004)
CARMEN HALL
10:00-4:15
ANDREWS & THOMAS
10:00-4:30
LAWSON & TAYLOR
10:00-4:15
LINCOLN, DOUGLAS & STEVENSON 1:00-5:00
PEMBERTON
,
6:00-6:15
FORD, MCKINNEY & WELLER
See Lincoln Times

On Edgar St in Apt Parking Lot
Parking Lot M-East of Dorms
Parking Lot W-On 4th Street
South Parking Lot or 4th Street
Front Door
Go To Lincoln

WE WILL HAVE AMPLE STAFF AND DOLLIES AVAILABLE TO GET YOUR UNIT TO YOUR
ROOM. PLEASE REMEMBER TO MEET US DURING THE FREE DELIVERY DAYS SCHEDULE
LISTED ABOVE. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL US. AFTER AUG 22 PLEASE
CALL TOLL FREE sn-902-1794.

------------------------------Eastern Illinois University Order Form

Please send fuill amount (see underlined amount) to
reserve, for the amount for the unit chosen.
Academic Year Rates

D

Micro-Fridge $124 ($99 rent+ $25 Deposit
If postm~rked by Aug 18, 2004

D
D
D

Micro-Fridge $144 ($1~9 rent+ $25 Deposit
If postmarked by Aug 18, 2004
Jumbo-Fridge $84
Standard-Fridge $44

Full refunds are available any time. for any reason prior to delivery

Huskie Rentals• PO Box 691 •

Charleston, IL 61920
Name _____________________________________

~

Home Address

---------------------------------

Home City State Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Telephone---------------------------------Student Cell Phone ________________________
Student e-mail - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Res. Hall Name and RM# (if known) - - - - - - - - - Campus Phone (if known) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Move-in date (if known) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
After your unit is delivered if you cancel generous partial refunds will be available

Save $20 on Your Micro-Fridge Order if Postmarked by Aug 18, 2004

Didn't reserve? Meet our delivery schedule
"
- we usually have extras

8A

Monday, May 3, 2004
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Budget not cut, funding still tight
By HoDy Henschen
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Illinois public universities can breath a
sigh of partial relief after the recent passage
of the state budget. G<>vemor Blagojevicb
and the state legislature agreed in the budget. passed 54 days after it was due, that universities will operate at the same allocation
Level as last year.
In the past two years, Eastern was asked
late in the fiscal year by the state to return
almost $1 million annually to plug gaps in the
Illinois budget. In expectation of another

recall, the Board of 'Ihlstees passed a budget in June that reserved a comparative
amount of $953,000. .
Illinois passed a zero-based education
budget, recommended for universities by
the Board of Higher Education in February.
But the "extra" money is not a surplus. It
will be put toward filling open staff pasitions, completing deferred maintenance and
purchasing technology.
"This is by no means a windfall," Eastern
President Lou Hencken said. The money will
be
used to buy more educational equipment,

such as new computers for faculty and students and new technology for classrooms, he
said.
''This is the same budget we had last year,
but costs have gone up,'' Hencken said.
With inflation, the prices of textbooks, as
well as coal and water used to operate the
university have increased.
''When you take a look at our budget over
the last 3 years," he said, "we've been cut 20
percent."
Eastern currently has S6 staff positions
unfilled because funding is absent to pay
their salaries. The university is 5 police offi-

cers short and needs more librarians,
Hencken said.
Many maintenance projects await completion at Eastern. Hencken described two
types of maintenance- "behind-the-wall" and
"in-front-of-the-wall" maintenance.
Behind-the-wall maintenance is university
upkeep that is not visible to the naked eye,
such as replacing a water heater.
In front-of-the-wall maintenance is a project that people notice, such as painting a
wall.
Both types of maintenance have been
deferred because of lack of state funding.

Creedence Clearwater Revisited to play Family Weekend
A reincarnation of 1970s rock group CCR
will rock Eastern in a show
\Set t,o delight students and family alike
STAFF REPORT

The 2004 Family Weekend Concert will take a break from
the comedy acts of the past two years in exchange for a bit
of a southern-fried feel when Creedence Clearwater
Revisited performs at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m., Saturday, October
2 in Lantz Arena.
The group features remaining members of the seminal
1960s rock act Creedence Clearwater Revival. Creedance
Clearwater Revisited is made up of Stu Cook, bass, and Doug
"Cosmo" Clifford, drums, previously of Creedence
Clearwater Revival, as well as Elliot Easton, formerly of The
Cars, on lead guitar. Other members include John '!ristao
and Steve Gunner.
According to a press release, many questions have surfaced as to bow Easton entted up in the southern rock group.
"Elliot's playing always had a bluesy rock feel," Cook said
in a press release. "In fact, Elliot has the same musical roots
and grew up on the same stuff Doug and I did."
The band plays many of the hits that made the original
group famous, the press release said. These songs include:
"Susie Q," "Born on the Bayou," "Run Through the Jungle,"
"Bad Moon Rising," "Fortunate Son,'' and "\Vbo'll Stop the
Rain."
Creedence Clearwater Revival broke up in 1972. The reincarnation of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame group was
assembled in 1995, nearly 20 years later. Creedence
Clearwater Revisited has since released one album,
''Recollection." The group bas played shows in North and
South America, Europe and Asia.
In 1999, Hollywood Reporter's music critic John Lappen
wrote, "Their set was an amazing list of hit after hit that was
done serious justice by the players involved. If anyone in the
cheering crowd was disappointed [any former member)
wasn't there, they hid it behind big smiles and whoops of joy
at hearing some of the best American rock ever written and

Creedence Clearwater Revisited Is set to play Family Weekend at Eastern. Comprised of former members of Creedence

aearwatar Revlval and The Cara.
recorded."
Family Weekend will be held from Fri. Oct. 1 to Sun. Oct.
3. Creedence can be seen at two shows on Sat. Oct. 2, at 6:30
p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $17 for the general public. For
more information, call the Eastern Ticket Office at (217) 581-

7122.
Other Family Weekend events include an Eastern
Panthers football game and a casino night. The game will be
held at 1:30 p.m., Sat. October 2 at O'Brien Stadium. The

Lonestar to light up UB Fall concert
and bow we want to say it,''
Sams said in a press
The fall concert series at
release. "Richie has always
Eastern will kick off with
been one of the keys to our
popular country group
success, with his voice and
Lonestar performing 7 p.m.,
pen, and although with this
Fri., Sept. 10 in Lantz Arena.
record it wasn't a conscious
In past years, Lonestar
effort for us to write everybas seen their fan base
thing, it's pretty cool that all
grow both in and outside the
but one of the songs were
rhel.m o,f country music
written or co-written by
fans with songs like,
members of the band."
"Amazed."
Tickets for the Lonestar
The group recently
concert are $17 for students
-eleased their eighth studio
and $22 for general public.
tlbum, "Let's Be Us Again,"
Tickets go on sale to the
vhich guitarist Michael
Eastern students beginning
lritt refers to as "more us
Thursday, August 19 from
ban ever."
lOa.m. to 3p.m. • Fri., Aug.
Britt is joined by lead
20 from 10a.m.-3p.m., and
inger and songwriter
Mon., Aug. 23, from 10 a.m.Jchie McDonald, key__ _ 3 p.m. Tickets can be purboardist and founder Dean Tuxas boys Lonestar are set to play the UB's fall concert. Tickets cbaes by the general public
Sams and drummer Keith for the show are available to students starting Aug. 19.
beginning Fri., Aug. 27
Rainwater to make up
from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. in the
Lonestar.
awards in 1999.
The group wrote or co- Martin Luther King Jr.
The band has received
Lonestar formed in 1992, wrote all but one of the Union Ticket Office. For
numerous awards including and from 1993 to 1994 they tracks on their latest more information on ticket
a CMA Vocal Group of the toured and performed over release, a press release said. sales contact, the EIU Ticket
Year Award in 2001 and two 500
shows,
"I think we finally have a Office at (217) 581-5122.
Academy of Country Music www.delafont.com reported. grasp of what we want to say

Panters will play Southeast Missouri State University.
The free event ''Psycbadelic Casino" will take place from
8 p.m. to 10 p.m., Fri. Oct. 1 in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Families can make
their o\Vn tie-dye T-shirts and try their luck at the slots while
being bathed in neon lights reminiscent of the Vegas strip.
· For more information on Family Weekend 2004, visit
www.eiu.edu/-faD1Mlfnd.

Fall 2004 Schedul.....~.
+August Registration-Aug. 23

Staff Report

• First class day-Aug. 23
+ Labor Day observance
no classes-Sept. 6
• Mid-term-Oct. 15
+Fall Break-Oct. 8

+Last class day-Dec. 10
+Commencement-Dec. 18
+Final Examinations-Dec. 13-17
+Semester closes-Dec. 19

Homecoming 2004 theme announced: 'It's a bird, it's a plane, it's ... '
Super students of all powers are invited to participate in
the 2004 Eastern Homecoming, "It's a bird, It's a plane, It's
EIU Homecoming 2004." From Oct.10-16, students can take
part in a week-long celebration, including the Paint the Town
Blue community service project, Yell Like Hell competition,
royalty coronation, window painting competition, super hero
relays, dance-a-thon, Howl and Prowl Spirit Rally, "Who
Wants to be a Mascot?," and a concert picnic on the quad. A
pancake breakfast is also planned, along wit a 2.SK race,

homecoming football game tailgate party, and a parade with
over 100 entries.
Eastern alumni, students, faculty, staff and Charleston
community traditionally clebrate memories and school spirit in this disply of Panther pride.
The first overall homecoming meeting for student organizations is scheduled for 9:30 a.m.,Tues. Aug. 24 in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. All student groups that plan to participate

in homecoming week activites are required to send a representative to this meeting.
Eastern Homecoming information packets, containing
events, applications, deadlines, meetings and rules, are available in teh Student Life Office, room 316 of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. Information is also available at the homecoming Web site, located at
www.eiu.edu/-bcevent, or by contacting the office at 581-

3829.
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Eastern's Greeks become triangular
ByTim Martin
STAFF WRITER

Delta Delta Delta has been selected as
Eastern's ninth sorority, emerging from
three finalists handpicked from a search
beginning last fall.
The selection was made April 23 after
three finalists - Delta Delta Delta Gamma
Phi Beta and Alpha Xi Delta - visited campus
during the Spring 04 semester. The Greek
Life office first identified the need for a new
sorority after various attendance and enrollment numbers revealed Eastern could support an additional Panhellenic Council chapter.
Eastern's eight sororities have a total
membership of around 720 students. Some
25 percent of the university's more than
11,000 students join a fraternity or sorority
here.
The decision to search for another sorority was validated, in part, because enrollment
this fall is expected to increase again for the
third consecutive year.
Recruitment for 'Ili.-Delta members will
begin in September, but the sorority will not
initially have its own chapter house in the
university's Greek Court, a hurdle universi-
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The Alpha Phi group perfonns during the Alrband event of Greek Week. Delta Delta Delta is
the ninth sorority at Eastern.
ty officials previously said would not hinder of the current leasers decides not to renew

recruitment efforts.
The likely housing alternative will put
future 'Ili.-Delta members on the same residence hall floor. The 1ri-Delta sorority could
adopt a house in Greek Court, but only if one

their contract.
"We have no current plans to build a new
Greek Court building," Greek Life Director
Bob Dudolski wrote in an e-mail.
Dudolski added that constructing a new

Greek Court house, which would cost
approximately $4 million to build, is unlikely
to happen for some time
Currently, the university has eight sorori·
ties. nine fraternities and five National
Panhellenic chapters, or those fraternities
and soronties known as historically black.
.Eastem's 'Ili.-Delta sorority is the 136th
active national chapter of an organization
that was founded in the late 19th century at
Boston Umversity. Five Illinois universities
and colleges have 1ri·Delta chapters:
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign;
Millikin University; Illinois State University;
Knox College and Northwestern University.
Eastern~s chapter will be introduced in
November.
A selection committee consisting of students, faculty and staff began searching for
a new sorority last fall. Nine sororities sent
informational packets expressing interest.
The council then narrowed that number to
three and set up on-campus interviews
throughout this month.
The university does not have an interest in
adding a fraternity at this time, the e-mail
said. 1\vo years ago, Phi Kappa Theta was
brought to campus.

Health service

makes stay!Jlg

healthy easier
By Jennifer Chiariello
STAFF WRITER

Students can count on one more
option for staying healthy.
Enc Davidson, assistant drrector of
Health Services, said HERC, the Health
Education Resource Center, is a part of
health services.
"Most of the time when people thmk
of Henlth Services they think of doctm·s.
nurses, labs and pharmacies ... our part
is really health enhancement, health
educntion, health promotion and prevention," Davidson said.
The center helps students live a
healthy lifestyle and succeed academical!}' while helping prevent them from
becoming sick or injured, he said.
The center encourages healthy and
safe students who can go to class, who

don't have studies interrupted by sickness. who do not have unhealthy habits
and hopefully reducing health related
behaviors that may interfere with other
students academic successes.
Some of the services offered at the
center include preventing high risk alcohol use, online interactive programs,
information on sexual health and ways
to drink in a healthy, more responsible
fashion so it that doesn't affect studies
In addition, the center also oversees
the "condom club," which trains students on the proper use and benefits as
well as possible risks of condom use.
A group of students oversee the condom club and is currently working on a
strei;s management program. The group

YOUll CATERING
SOLUTIONlll
BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARrtES!

DELIYEllY ORDERS will include a de limy
charge of 25c per item (•/-lie).

helps with presenting programs and
planning events.
When students think of the group they
think of "just say no," Davidson said.
"They are not your goody too shoes."
The group takes a "harm reduction
approach," he said.
The group of students' approach promotes drinking in moderation and
responsibly and targets a broad spectrum. The center has a nutrition education committee and offers smoking cessation services to help students quit
smoking.
Davidson said though there are a few
charges, most of the services offered by
the center are free and are part of the
health senices fee.
"We're not just a place to go to for
pamphlets and brochures," Davidson
said. HERC is located in the student
ser\'ices building on the third floor.
room 5019.
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Chillin at the student rec center
By Tim Martin
STAFF WRITER

More than 2,000 students visit
the Student Recreation Center
each day lifting weights and playing basketball.
And from almost the beginning,
President Lou Hencken knew it
would be that way.
"I remember when we were
first talking about putting the rec •
center in, and I remember I
thought about the movie 'Field of
Dreams,"' he said. "You know,
that line: 'If you build it, they will
come.'"
The 70,500-feet rec center was
almost never built.
The original Student Senate
referendum, proposed in 1988,
was rejected by the student body
in large part because tuition and
fees had jumped $210 from the
previous year
"If we had passed that referendum, students would have had to
pay the fee the following semester, even though they wouldn't see
the rec center for two or three
years," Hencken said.
The next referendum, which
created a separate $55 fee to help
compensate the $6.4 million cost,
would not be charged until the
Rec Center opened in the fall of
1991
"I think something like 1,600
students voted, and it only passed
by 20 votes," Hencken said. "But I
DAILY EASTERN HFWS PHDJO BY STEPHEN HAAS
remember thinking that it was a Relatives of an Eastern student walk along the suspended Indoor jogging track at the Student Recreation Center last year during the Family Weekend
good decision because I was very Rec Center Open House. The Rec Center also has eight treadmills, 18 elliptical trainers, 16 stationary bikes, eight steppers, 34 select-rise weight
confident students would use it."
machines, slx gyms, an aerobics room, dance studio and 4,000 pounds of free weights.
Hencken said design teams
were hired to accommodate stu- president of business affairs, said weight machines, six gyms, an being the "cardiotheater,'' con- a 71,000 square feet facility that
dents' requests for basketball, in an article from the Aug. 30, aerobics room, dance studio and sisting of 23 television monitors was built in 1997, Judy Yeast,
racquetball and volleyball courts, 1991, edition of the DEN. "There's 4,000 pounds of free weights.
and new dumbbells.
associate director of campus
free weights and aerobics.
not much done as anticipated.
"The rec has just exploded
The enhancements and the recreation,
said.
Western's
"We tried to look at what Last month they ran out of sup- since 1991,'' Baker, who assumed growing trend toward nutrition Student Recreation Center has
Eastern will need for as long as 20 plies."
his current position in 2000, said. has culminated into 2,000 to 2,500 four basketball courts and five
years down the road as far as
When the Rec Center opened, "And we have doubled equipment students visiting the rec center a racquetball courts and has 1,800
recreational trends," carol Pyles, construction on the wood floors in in the last three to four years."
day.
to 2,000 students pass through
dean of the College of Health, the aerobic area and inserts for
However, the biggest addition
And the same trend is being daily.
Physical
Education
and the badminton and volleyball the rec center has recently made seen at other public universities
At Southern Illinois UniversityRecreation, said in an article courts were still in the works.
has nothing to do with free in Illinois.
carbondale, Brian Lukes, assisfrom the Aug. 17, 1991, edition of
At the University of Illinois- tant director of facilities said,
But construction aside, equip- weights or abs class - restrooms
The Daily Eastern News.
Urbana-Champaign,
ment shipment delays resulted in were not added until 2001.
Tuny 637,000 people passed through the
The article also described the only 1/3 of the rec center's capa"We had originally planned to Clements, director of campus student rec in the 02-03 school
rec center as having a "crystal- bilities to be used.
add restrooms, but our money recreation, said the university's year.
ball architecture" that can be
On Aug. 29, the rec center con- was dried up after we realized Intramural Physical Education
Northern Illinois University
seen from the simple floor plan sisted of 10 Schwinn Airdynes, Lantz did not have any elevators Building has between 800,000 to has a 150,000 square feet Student
that will accommodate additions stationary bikes with arm motion to accommodate people with dis- 900,000 members pass through it Recreation Center and has 175
on both floors.
and a fan; one stationary bike; an abilities," Hencken said.
every year.
pieces of cardiovascular and
On Aug. 29, 1991, the rec center upstairs jogging track and bas"My theory was that students
The building was built in 1971, weight training equipment. John
was opened for students two ketball area. Tu say the least, the wouldn't mind walking 70 to 75 and in its 240,000 square feet Sweeney, director of campus
rec center has evolved from its yards to another restroom, but holds nine full-size basketball recreation, said 2,500 people
weeks late and far from perfect.
The delays were caused by early days.
from the day it opened, we got courts and 3,000 feet of cardio- come through every day.
inclement weather and a lack of
And at Illinois State, their
Ken Baker, director of student comment after comment saying vascular workout area. UIUC also
recreation, said the rec center we bad to put in restrooms."
has a satellite location on the 37,000 square feet rec center sees
materials.
"They had so much rain (that) now has eight treadmills, 18 ellipBathrooms aside, the rec center other end of campus totaling 900 to 1,000 people a day and has
at one point some of the holes tical trainers, 16 stationary bikes, also added 13 or 14 electrical out- 35,000 square feet.
two basketball courts and a threeoverflowed," Charles Cobert, vice eight steppers, 34 select-rise lets, with the major addition
Western Illinois University has lane track.
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FULLY FURNISHED GREAT MANAGEMENT SO CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Unique Properties
Did you say apartments?

Excellent Apartments at • • Excellent Locations
The I.~e:r in student housing!
The nicest, newest, cleanest, closest apartments that
everybody talks about!

We start leasing aparmtens for the 2005-2006 school
year in September! Call today too be put on a waiting list for an apartment showing.
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Campus photo map
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Student Services Building
This is where career services and financial aid are
located as well as where you pick up your Panther
card.

Student Recreation
he Rec holds more than 70,000 sqare·
eet of health and fitness fun. Don't
orget to check out the intermural
·ports

0

0

Ninth Street Hall
This is where freshmen come for
academic advising.
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CAMPUS

:

The majority of administrative offices are housed
here in Eastern's oldest
building. This is also
wher e you get paid if you
work on campus.

1

.

The Office of Housing and Dining Services, the food court, Student Legal Services
and tons of places to chill and relax are all located here.

I
This is where you get your study on.
The Library features group study
rooms, computer labs and hordes of
research material.
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ICY
Wed. - 49c Hamburgers
Thur. - $3·49 3 pc Walleye Dinner
Fri./ Sat. - $7·99 1/2 lb Pork Chop
Dinner

~
Johnson's Automotive Service

$t.25 Drafts

• Elrctrica/
• Dic1g11os tic Rt>pair
• C01npwerizecl
4-\ \'/Jee/ Alig 111nc nr
• Sch eclulecl
AJaint<:>nance

345-3811
Aero

'l1!fUL_

c:J

•Tune-l p s
• Engine Hc p air
• Transrnissio ns
•Brakes Service
•Air Cond itioning

~

.P4 I\ Lincoln

+

Charlat n, II

Gourmet Coffee + f. pre so Drinks + I a
+ Fr pp s + Smoo1h1
+ Ice Cream
+ Br akfa 1. Lunch IS. Otnn{'r
+ Bistro Salads & Sand,, ache

0

•

345-9521

·----------------------·
Off
$1.00

2 0 oz. Drink or Bi51ro l\\enu hem
~

8

S.1200

~----------------------~

Psychic Visions
Grand Opening
Don't Accept Sadness
Don't be discouraged where others have failed.
No False Prontises
We will be offering readings such as
+ Psychic + Tarot +Angel + PhmN Readings
Help with probk"1S. Private and confidential.
Srcializing in relationships.

FAMILY CABLE
Dozens of channels that Y
can get for no extra month~~
~ge on every te/eVision
m your house. The ,
something for eve~!.

DIGITAL CABLE

More options. Greater valu~
Digital channels of S1ARZ;·•
Showtime & HBO. lnt~cttve
guide to oroer movies. set
reminders and more.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

I)
Snu~;"t:

:J{ancy SLettering Sfiop
LASER ENGRAVING

HIGH-SPEED
INTERNET
Download speed up to
3 megabits per second

Family Cable,

PLAQUES, AW ARDS, & TROPHIES

1st MONTH

GLASSWARE, NAME BADGES & MORE

JUST $19.95

Itoto Transfers

&

Picb.Jre Plcq:ies

SCREEN PRINTING
& SEW-ON LETTERS
arlrts, Jc.d<Ets, Q:p;, B:g5,

& Etc.

PhJto Mlgs arrl Shirs
Group orders \\elcare
9:rEBl

Print::inJ s:in::e

1!176

1115 Lin:o1n A \e.
Olarlestcrl, IL 61920

Phone

217-345-6007

Fax 217-348-6000

ithout an extra Phone r·me.

Family Cable
and Digital Starz!
1st MONTH

JUST $29.95

Family Cable,
Digital Starz!
and Showtime

Mediacom OnlineSM
1st MONTH

JUST $19.95

1st MONTH

JUST $34.95

Family Cable,
Digital Starz!,
Showtime and HBO
1st MONTH

JUST$39.95

E-mail NLS@wort::hl..]rkn:t
BUCKY SAYS:
ADVERTISING IN THE DEN
CLASSIFIEDS IS GOOD FOR
BUSINESS.
PLACE YOUR AD TODAYl 581-2812

w~ways-on performanc~

Mediacorn

Look for us
at Registration
or call
866-345-6767
for FREE
installation!*

•Offet expires Se!>tember 11, 2004 and is aVllllable 10 qualifying resldenbal occounts onl'f. Discounted Digital, Online, premium S8Mce and/Of equipment otters good only for Ult
period spec:dled, 111ereafter, standatd monthly fees apply Medlac:cMn dlgttal IJ(()gr&mmlng ser..tc:es req11re a digotal converter Free lnstallallon is lomtted to standard Installation for
llCtlW lV outlets, and only apples t> aimboned family and clgdal cable packagea, 01hetwlse Installation II $19.95 Me<lacom Onlne"' rBqtires Celllel.lba certified modem and
free nstallelianalfer is limlmd to 811f·inslalation kil prolesm1al lnlslallation ii 1valllble lc>ran eddltional charge ol $1995 ElhemetdeW:e may bel1Qlbl IOI seniceand ii
aVlllllllll trom Mecllc:oo1u111 ldclllonll ct.ge. S4Mc:es may no1beMiialllein11 localions. r -. frlncNe. FCC. COlltllQhl fees and olher c:hlrglt. Wany. n ldclllonll.
Oller may..., and rnay nol be~ wl!ll any allier c6r.. Ollllr QI wtwe prdlblld.
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Even books cost less here
By Brittany Whyte
STAFF WRITER

Recently college textbook prices
have risen 17 percent higher than
regular book costs, Gov. Rod
Blagojevich said
He said he is demanding the
Illinois Board of Higher Education
investigate the issue.
"Why are students and their parents being slapped with enormous
book bills when the tab for pleasure reading is 17 percent cheaper?" Blagojevich said. "If these
prices keep rising, our students are
going to be forced out of the classroom."
Although Eastern students rent
their textbooks for a flat fee, students at most other Illinois schools
must buy their books.
Estimated costs of textbooks and
other school supplies for an undergraduate student each year at the
University of Illinois UrbanaChampaign is set at $820, according
to
their
Web
site,
http://www.uiuc.edu. Similarly,
Western
Illinois
University
expects their students to spend
$800 a year on books.
Through the textbook rental system at Eastern, students pay $7.95
for each semester hour taken, said
Carol Miller, interim director of
the Textbook Rental Service.
That means a student taking 15
semester hours will spend $119.25
per semester on books, which
equals $238.50 each year
"I think (renting books) is one of
the greatest perks here at
Eastern," Sarah Kokaitis, a freshman speech communication majo1~
said. "I hear it is too stressful hav-

SUEDE TAUPE,
BLACK, NUBUC
COCOA, CORTINA
BROWN.
MICROFIBER
MOCHA, NU BACK
SEAL BROWN
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some kind of cutfine will go in this space
which is slotted for cutfines of some kind

ing to buy your books."
Eastern students also get the
option to buy their books if they
choose. October and March are the
sales periods for each semester,
Miller said.
"Don't wait until the end of the
semester to buy your books," she
said; because, the books are not
available for sale at that time.
Blagojevich said, according to
the National Association of College
Stores, the wholesale price for new
college textbooks rose 35 percent
since 1998, averaging 5.9 percent
annually.
The cost is set by the publishers,
and the college bookstore~ do not
increase the p1ice.

Christian Campus House

Bash Week 2004
Thu, Aug 19th
Fr!, Aug 20h
Sat, Aug 21st

Ice Cream Social - 7pm
Concert &. Coffeehouse - 7pm
Ultimate Frisbee - 2pm
Burger Bash Cookout - 5 pm
Worship In Buzzard Hall - 10:30am

Sun, Aug 22

Mon, Aug 23rd
Tue, Aug 24th
Wed, Aug 25th

a

ac k

oore

S

Publishers are increasing the
cost in a number of ways. One is to
add additional materials not used
by the university as a package
••11
•
with the book, but not giving the
students options to buy just the
books, he said. Also, publishers are
constantly releasing new editions
Student Publications
on textbooks by making little
is selling boxes for
changes and inflating the price.
"College is the time for our
75 cents. Get em
young people to explore those subwhile they I~
jects that spark their interests, but
that journey could come to a
screeching halt due to what looks----"'------.........'---'
like price-gouging," Blagojevich
said. "The battle over these books
has just begun."

www.campus-house.com

345-6990

M

Spaghetti Dinner - 6pm
Praise Party - 7pm
Bingo Night - 7pm
Bible Study and Worship - 7pm

All Events Are free!! Meet At The Campus House.

2231 S. 4th Street - Across the street from Lawson Hall

ALIMO

STEU BOVIE• llLOOK
Mattoon's Finest in:
Steaks • Barbeque Ribs • Pork Chops
Fajita's • Southwestern • Cocktails
Open 4pm Daily
700 Broadway Avenue East
In Front of Cross County Mall
AAA Rated
3 Star Rated

e

hoes

305 W Lincoln
Charleston. IL
345-3479
OPEN SATURDAY 9-!l
'::'!"'~~! ~~~!~ .....~ "!:? ,,_

MtcroFridge Rent..'\J

Soratoh-n-Dcmt sp.oial
~a::Limad
•.•

=:=ii;

Call Now •.•

ONLY

S~l~s

F.... D•liv•ry

$89
per·year

f!11-eoa-179a
"1i>IFH>e

tt10NI •l<J.

\-

88
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UPD, CPD: crime-fighting team
By Ali Vlahos
STAFF WRITER

While the Charleston Police Deparnnent and the University
Police Department may seem to be completely separate entities, the two departments actually work closely together.
"If the city needs backup, needs help handling a volatile situation or receives an overwhelming amount of complaints, we
call the UPD and vice versa," Charleston Police Chief Ted
Ghibellini said.
"The CPD and the UPD have the same arrest powers and
both have been sworn and trained through the academy," he
said
The Charleston police patrol the city's streets, businesses
and residential areas whereas the university police remain primarily on and around campus, Ghibellini said.
Ghibellini said when the fall semester begins, the departments participate in a unified patrol in which a university
police officer and a Charleston police officer patrol together.
He also said the Charleston police go door to door explaining
do's and don'ts and educating people how to party reasonably
and responsibly. This usually occurs within the first several
weeks after school starts.
The CPD only check on houses when a complaint is received
or if they see a situation getting out of hand. "Only if things get
too out of control do city ordinance violation citations get
issued," Ghibellini said.
Ghibellini said that on any given weekend, the number of
calls that actually require an officer going to a house can range
anywhere from six to 15.
Both the CPD and the UPD have the authority to arrest and
pullover vehicles. Thesame rights apply to students when they
get pulled over by either department's officers.
Art Mitchell, UPD officer, said that the UPD jurisdiction
covers any county in Illinois that Eastern owns property in. But
the campus police mainly patrol campus and streets around
campus.
At night, the UPD has at least one patrol car out at all times,
Mitchell said. From the hours of 9 p.m. until 3 a.m., the UPD
patrol parking lots and partake in foot patrol around the main
campus.
During the day, there are at least two patrol cars operating,
but looking for crime doesn't really apply. "Not a lot of people
commit crimes in daylight," Mitchell said. The day duties are
mainly services that include transporting money, helping
when a motorist needs assistance and dealing with parking
issues such as ticketing.
Each year, the UPD average at least SO driving under the
influence arrests just on campus, Mitchell said.
According to Mitchell, the university police are not usually
calledtothedormsfor alcoholoffenses.TheResidentAssistant
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Officer Miller {left) of the University Police Department, watches Officer Peterson of the Char1eston Police Department fill out
paperwork during the 2003-2004 school year for a stolen vehicle from Mattoon that w as f ound In the Taylor Hall parking lot.

or Assistant Resident Director refers the student to Judicial
Affairs through housing.
"We seldom encounter anything but small amounts of
cannabisinthedorms,"Mitchellsaid. "Ifma.rijuanaisfoundin
thedorms,theUPDisalwayscalled."
If a small amount of cannabis is found and the person is cooperative, usually theoffender is given theopportunitytoparticipateintheF.astCentrallllinoisDrugTaskForcerehabprogram
instead of being arrested, Mitchell said

According to Mitchell, the university police only go to the
dormsifthereisaproblem.Studentsdon'thavetoopenthedoor,
buttheUPDhasneverhadanissuewiththat.Ifthestudentsdon't
openthedoor, theUPDwouldneedtoobtainasearchwarrant.
"There is no law in Illinois that says you can'tuse drugs, however there are laws saying that you can't possess drugs,"
Mitcbellsaid. "Easternhasstatutesthatsayyoucan'tusedrugs
in the dorm rooms."

Making the most of small living spaces
By Kate Henderson

l\Yo students
hang out In their
modified loft bed
In Taylor Hall last
year. Taylors
south tower Is
getting new
staci<able fuml·
ture, which will
make lofting
beds easier.

STAFF WRITER

\

Caves, prisons cells and cracker boxes.
These terms are commonly
associated with dorm rooms but
with the new furniture in Thomas
and Taylor halls, students have
the freedom to create a little
change.
"I like it; it's like big Lego
blocks," Evan Pudil, a freshman
undeclared major who resides in
Thomas Hall, said about the furniture. "I would definitely recommend it."
Pudil and his roommate have
found that putting one bed on a
loft and leaving the other on the
floor along with angling a bed at
one end of the room allows for a
"chill spot" on the other side of
the room.
Melody Spencer, owner and
registered interior designer for
Spencer Design Services of
Sullivan, suggested a few ways to
make the best use of small spaces
like dorm rooms. The space first
needs to be inventoried, evaluated from most to least fixed item
and then compared to the way the
space is used in everyday life
before deciding furniture placement.
"Space is like air, it's always
around us," she said. "We take it
for granted unless it's really, really bad or extraordinarily good.
Spencer said the space one
lives in is part of his or her health
and welfare. She offered some
suggestions on how to maximize
df1rm room spncc.
'Form follows function." she
C.:st 1
....
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and framing newspaper clippings
from your life and displaying
them to create personal art.
"Do to your room what makes
it your room," she said.
"In our appearance of both
clothing and homes, we have
gone as casual as the cycle will
let us," Sharon Graubard, vice
president and creative director
of ESP Trendlab in New York,
said.
Dilworth said botanical and
outdoor extreme sports are two
currently popular themes. ·
New movable furniture WliS
placed in the women's side of
Carman Hall and the south tower
of Taylor Hall this summer, Mark
Hudson, director of housing and
dining services, said. The total
cost of the furniture was approximately $830,000.
Taylor's south tower also
received new carpet and other
renovations, he said.

sat even thoug spaces are
mclividualism are key factors in
design. In the past people would
small, there are private and pub·
do what was popular, now they do
lic areas that need to be separated.
what is personally pleasing.
Dilworth suggested organizing
Pudil said be and his roommate
have done this by creating their ~--------------------------------------~
"chill spot" within the room using
sheets and the desk and bed to WORD ON THE STREET
make separate spaces. Some students do this by hanging sheets
from the loft to create another
room below the bed.
Spencer said how elements are
used in the room can control
human behavior. Florescent, cooler light is effective for hindering
symptoms of depression, she
said.
Some students c!omplain about
the curtains in the room because
they don't effectively block the
light Spencer suggested getting
a tens1011 rod and hanging ex'1ra
drapes or fabric for more window
Ann Steidl
Catherine Hinton
Sharon James
Chris Gaffick
Terrance Williams
~Have fur., but
MAttend vour
MSayno to
··Get your homedon't mss too
work dona
class
its bet
drugs
lock
t ~
•
much class.
before}' go
vourd<JOrs

What advice do you have for freshmen?
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Back-to-school edttlon

New team
Women's basketball names three
new assistant coaches for fall,
including recent graduate
Lauren Dailey
Page 5 SECTION C
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By Hea1her Hall
SPORTS EDITOR

This fall, a badger becomes a
panther.
1\venty-one year old Matt
Schabert will join the Panther
football team as he starts his mas·
teris program in Speech
Communication
at
Eastern
Illinois, after graduating from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
with his degree in Life Sciences
Communication.
"I spent four years at
Wisconsin, and used up three
years of eligibility, which means I
have one more season to play in
Charleston," Schabert said.
Schabert chose to pursue his
bacheloris at Wisconsin because
of its location, as well as its academics.
"I am originally from Elgin, Ill.,"
Schabert said. "I liked Wisconsin
because it was far enough from
home to feel like you were in a
new place, but also close enough
that I could still see my family."
"I liked the setting of UW, and
really felt there was a solid tradition at the school, not only for athletics, but academics, as well,"

Schabert said. "I was excited to
have a chance to test myself at a
quality Big Tun, and national institution."
Schabert chose Eastern for his
masteris program because of his
desire to continue playing football, as well as because of the
coaches.
"I decided to transfer to
Eastern because I still have a passion to play football," Schabert
said. 'The coaches have been
extremely supportive of me, and
they make it sound like they really care for their players.''
Although transferring from
Wisconsin as a quarterback,
Schabert enjoys the idea of playing other roles on a team.
"I have always played quarterback, but I really loved playing
free safety for a couple of games
senior year in high school,"
Schabert said. "At WlSconsin, I
also held on extra points and field
goals for two years.•
But Schabert looks forward to
more than just football.
"I look forward to having a
fresh start at Eastern, where people can get to know me for who I
am now as a person," Schabert

said. "I will miss my friends and
teammates at W15consin, but, in
turn, I am also excited to make
new friends during my time at
Eastern."
Schabert hopes to continue his
football career past college.
"Hopefully, I can have a chance
at playing in the Arena Football
League when I'm done in college,
Schabert said.
"I know that the NFL is a
stretch, but we have an arena
league team that plays about 20
minutes from my house so I
always go watch their games. It
would be an honor just to get a
chance to play anywhere after my
college career is over."
Schabert's football career stalted in college, but he participated
in other sports while he was in
high school.
"I have only played football in
college, but I love to play baseball," Schabert saici "I played once
in high school, my senior year,
and I was named second team all
conference.
"I also ran track and threw shot
and disc in high school, and I
played basketball freshman year
with the sophomore team."

Rosenthal leaves for Parkland,
new assistant coach is sought
Staff Report

Former Eastern assistant baseball coach Mitch Rosenthal starts
this fall as the new head coach at
Parkland College, leaving head
coru:~ Schmitz to find a
replacement.
Head coach Jim Schmitz has
started speaking with potential
candidates to fill the position.
"I have spoken to Sean Lyons
who played for me from 1996 to
1999 and was a key member of
the OVC Championship years of
1998 and 1999," Schmitz saici
"I have also spoken to Ryan
Edwards, who was the pitching
coach at Tunnesse Tech the last
few years. I have known Ryan
through the league and really
respect what he bas done at
Tuch."
Schmitz hopes to have the position filled by August 16.
"This would give us a chance
to plan the fall program and get
ready for when the players
return on the 23rd."

After coming to Eastern in
1999 and playing for the Panthers
team for two years, Rosenthal
joined coach Schmitz's staff as a
student assistant, helping for two
years before being promoted to
full-time last fall. In addition to
coaching third base, .Rosenthal
worked with the pitching staff
and as recruiting coordinator.
"Without a doubt the experience I gained at Eastern was
valuable, both on and off the
field," Rosenthal said. "You cannot really describe what all goes
into coaching off the field until
you worked in the office on a
day-to-day basis. Working under
[Eastern head] coach [Jim]
Schmitz helped prepare me for
this position."
"I am so glad for Mitch and the
opportunity to run bis own program," coach Schmitz said. "I
knew from the start that he
would be a good coach. He's such
a hard worker and his attention
to detail will make him a good
head coach at Parkland. Last

345-6990

year when our assistant coach
position opened up I didn't hesitate to give Mitch the job. He didn't have the ell.1Jerience other
applicants had, but he was such a
dedicated worker that I felt he
deserved the opportunity. I wish
him well and know we will be
working closely together with
JUCO transfers."
Rosenthal joins a Cobras program that went 40-19 last year
and won their fourth straight
Collegiate Conference of Central
Illinois title. Parkland advanced
to the Junior College National
Tournament the previous three
years, including a national title in
2002.
"This is a great opportunity
personally and professionally to
become a head coach," Rosenthal
said in a July 13 press release.
"I've always said if there was any
junior college I would work at it
would be Parkland. It's in a great
town, the facilities and school are
great. Everything.Jlbout this situation is positive."

Thu, Aug 19th
Fri, Aug 20h
Sat, Aug 21st
Sun, Aug 22
Mon, Aug 23rd
Tue, Aug 24th
Wed, Aug 25th
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Tandy signs with Eastern
Staff Report

George Tandy, 6-8 center from
Cleveland, Oh (Lincoln West HS),
bas signed a natoinal letter-ofintent to compete in college basketball at Eastern Illinois University,
heasd coach
Ri~k
Samuels
announced Monday (June 7).
Tandy was Honorable Mention
All-State and First Tham All-Senate
Conference for Lincoln West which
improved from 3-16 to 18-3 in one
year Tandy played there. He previously attended North Central High
School m Indianapolis.
He averaged a 'triple double' last
year with 20 points, 15 rebounds, 10

blocked shots, and 3 steals per
game.
"George gives us a long athletic
presence down low," Samuels saici
"He will improve our team in all
facets of the game," said Samuels.
"At North Central he was on a
team his junior year that eventually produced four Division I players,
so he probably benefited by transferring to Cleveland where he was
the most dominating player so he
had to shoulder the load.
"The fact he blocked ten shots
per game last year indicated that
not only is he a good athlete but he
b.as great timing and a feel for the
game," said Samuels.

Anderson signs to play
for Panther mgby team
Staff Report

Katherine "Katie" Anderson
signed a National Letter of Intent to
join the Eastern Illinois women's
rugby team. EIU bead coach Frank
Graziano announced the signing.
"We are excited to have signed
Katie," Graziano said. "It was a long
process, but she made her decision
in May and is ready to go."
Anderson came to Eastern for her
official visit in December.
"She had quite a few offers to play
volleyball and some to run track,"
Graziano said. "She was a three time
state qualifier and lost on a photo
finish to make it four straight years
during her senior year."
Anderson impressed Graziano
during her junior year.
"First time I saw her was at the
state meet her junior year, and was
quite impressed," Graziano said.
"My assistant coach went to see her
play volleyball and that only added
to her talent. She is quite the competitor, a good all around athlete."
Graziano predicts that Anderson
will perform well in the Eastern
rugby program.
"We will try to make a starter out
of her right from the get-go,"
Graziano said. "She knows the learning curve needs to be quick, but she
appears to be ready. She has been
training hard over the summer and
is ready for camp.
"She might turn out to be a wonderful balance for Nikki Ponce on
the other wing.''
Anderson played volleyball, basketball and ran track at RichmondBurton High School. She was a state
qualifier in track her first 'three
years at RBHS and will look to make
it fourth later this month. Because
Eastern hosts the IHSA state track

meets, Graziano first spotted
Anderson's athletic ability within
walking distance of his office and
the EIU Rugby facilities.
"The first time I saw [Katie)
compete was at the state track
meet," Graziano said. "She's got
speed and athletic ability. She'll
make a positive impact for us and
her athletic ability will give her a
big edge."
Her athletic honors incluse being
named an All-Conference Scholar
Athlete dwi.ng the 2002-2003 school
year, earning a sportsmanship
award in 2003 and serving as a captain on the volleyball team her senior season.
Anderson also made the honor roll
all four years at RBHS and was a
member of the National Honor
Society. She was also a multiple
recipient of the Illinois House of
Representatives' 'A For Effort
Acheivement Award.'
"She is a well-rounded individual,
which speaks well for her and her
family," Graziano said. "I feel fortunate to get her into the program and
I think she's excited about a new
challenge. And I wouldn't be surprised if she is able to make the
track team as a walk-on."
RBHS is located in the northeast
corner of McHenry County, making
Anderson the fourth Panther to hail
from McHenry County. Consider
that three other Panthers hail from
adjacent Lake County and the northern suburban-Chicago counties have
been one of the main exporters of
rugby talent to EIU.
Most
importantly,
though,
Graziano notes that Anderson possesses Nikki Ponce style speed.
Ponce set a new single-season
record for trys in 2003 while leading
the team in scoring.

"""'"' "...."• 1305 Lincoln Ave
2 17-345-64 24

www.campus- house.com

Open for Breakfast
Weekdays Sam - llam
Weekends Sam - 12pm

Christian Campus House

~ Bash
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Wisconsin's Schabert transfers
to Eastern for final year of play

-,r-..,r

Week 2004

Chicken Lunch 3 Piece Dinner

2 pieces of chicken
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • biscuit
coleslaw • 2 biscuits
Every
Tuesday
11am - 8pm
.
.

Ice Cream Social - 7pm
Concert &.. Coffeehouse - 7pm
Ultimate Frisbee - l pm
Burger Bash Cookout - 5 pm
Worship in Buzzard Hall - 10:30am
Spaghetti Dinner - 6pm
Praise Party - 7pm
Bingo Night - 7pm
Bible Study and Worship - 7pm

TREASURE ISLAND FURNITURE
&

MINI-STORAGE
I

(217) 348-1041

I

1131 S. 4th Street - Across the street from Lawson Hall

NE\\' & USED FURN
10-5 Mon-Fri
10-2 Saturdav ·

7 STORAGE SIZES
620 \l\'esTsfuTc St.
Charleston, IL 61920
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Women's basketball head coach Volleyball signs three
adds three assistants to staff
freshmen for fall play
By Heather Hall

with
her
experience
from a top
25 program.
at
While
Baylor.
Patterson
worked as a
graduate

SPORTS EDITOR

Women's basketball coach
Brady Sallee named three
assistant coaches to fill out
Eastern's coaching staff. Eryn
lvnik will remain on staff,
while Rekha Patterson from
Baylor University and former
Panther guard Lauren Daily
finish out the hneup.
"Eryn Ivnik was an assistant
at Eastern last year," Sallee
said. ..Rekha Patterson has
been an asStstant at Baylor for
the past two years, and Lauren
Dailey just completed her playing career at Eastern."
lvnik joined the staff last
season after spending fo·e
years at St. Francis University.
While at Eastern, she worked
as recruiting coordinator with
the post players. She has
shown from the start that she
had the same plans as Sallee.
"She made it clear from the
start that she wanted to be a
part of my staff," Sallee said.
"She has a very good level of
experience, and I think she will
be able to help tremendously
on the practice floor and on
the recruiting trails."
While at St Francis, lvnilc
won
three
Northeast
Conference regular season and
tournament titles in four years,
as well as making four NCAA
tournament appearances since
1999. Her playing background
from University of Hartford
and her coaching experiences
at St. Francis and Eastern
impressed Sallee.
Coming
from
Baylor
University, Patter son carries

Lauren Dailey

assi stan t

coach
under
Hall of Fame inductee Kim
Mulkey-Robertson. Her respon·
sibilities
included
film
exchange coordination. scoutmg
and recruiting visits.
After playing four years on
the women's
basketball
team
at
N o r t h

Carolina
A&T,
she
interned at
the
NCAA
national
office, workRekha Patterson ing in the
Education Services department
where she coordinated the Stay
in Bounds Silent Auction and
Diversity 'Iraining seminars
and assisting in the Leadership
Conference.
"Rekba has such a sense of
professionalism and character
that she just blew my socks
of~,"
Sallee
I said. "Her
character,
work ethic
and personality are exact·
ly what I
was looking
for with this
hire. I think
she will bring a

I

.L

-

.

' Positively

·----

winning and confident attitude
to Charleston."
Dailey's plans for after col·
lege were what grabbed
Sallee's attention.
"Lauren really emerged as a
strong candidate after I got to
talking to her and found out
what her aspirations were after
college," Sallee said. "I tJunk
she will bring a umque per,
spccuve to my staff because of
her knowledge of Eastern nd
the players on the team "
Dailey ended her career last
spring as the leading three
point field goal shooter in
Eastem hi:storr, and among the
Top Tun. ranking seventh in
assists, ninth m blocks and
ninth in field goal attempts.
All three assistant coaches
will share the responsibilities
that comes with coaching a
Division I team.
"Eryn gives us the knowl·
edge of already being here a
year," Sallee said. "She knows
the recruiting base. Rekha
bnngs her experience from a
Tup 2S program to campus. She
understands what it takes to
run a top-level program.
Lauren has the maturity, professionalism and respect of the
team to handle the tough tran·
sition from recent player to
coach.
"They were excited about the
vision I have for our program.
They were in tune with it and
are ready to make it happen.
They will all be a big part of
everything we do from on the
floor coaching, to recruiting, to
tacking our players academical·
ly," Sallee said. "Their plates
will definitely be full."

Movies

Clothing Lines

Huge selection
Over 1.500 Titles
Door Posters
Blacldight Posters
Giant Posters
Art Prints
24" x 36" Posters
i\\atted Posters
Movies, Art, NO\ eh)
Rock N Roll
Sports & ;\1ore

Get Club Card for $ 19.80 and
get 20 Rentals

Billa bong
Split
Penguin
Crban Outfitters
Novelty T-Shirts

Music
~ew

~rou

from

H~udH ·s)

Help your parents keep in touch with
campus and tell them to subscribe
to the DE I

Posters

CD's

loated at 4th & Lincoln

Kera Griffin (Chicago/ Mother
McAuley),
Lindsay
Walsh
(Lemont/Lemont)
and
Maren
Crabtree (Muncie, IN/Wapahani) all
signed National Letters. of Intent to
play volleyball nt Eastern lllinois
Umversity this fall.
Griffin, a 5-11 middle hitter. led
her 36-4 Mother McAuley team
anto the class AA state quarterfinal, and Mother McAuley (unde·
featcd Girls Catholic Athletic
Conference champion) made its
19th state appearence. An All·
GCAC pick, Griffin also earned a
spot on the Daily Southtown and
Chicago Sun-Times All-Area teams.
She was also named Player of the
Week by the Chicago 'Iribune
(October 19, 2003).
"Kera is an out.standing all-around
player from one of the state's Class
AA powerhouses, Mother McAuley.
She also has excellent club experience playing for 2nd City," said
Brenda Winkeler (head coach of
EIU's volleyball team). "Even
though she plays middle hitter Kera
has experience on defense, which
makes her well-rounded."
A 5-9 left-side hitter/defensive
specialist, Walsh was a two-time allconference
selection.
Star

Publications, the Lemont Reporter
and Daily Herald named her to their
respective all-area team last fall.
Walsh is also a member of the Celtic
Force club program.
"Lindsay has excellent club expe·
riencewhich will help her transition
to the collegiate level," said
Winkeler. "She's an outstanding stu·
dent-athlete who we are excited to
add to our program."
A three-time AJJ.J\lid Eastern
Conference and All-Delaware
County pick, Crabtree led Wapahan1
HS to the 2002 Indiana State Class
IA title and earned lA all-state hon·
ors in 2002 as well as Class 2A in
2003. This S..8 setter was named
Third Team All-East Central Indiana
m 2001, Second Team in 2002 and
First Thain in 2003. She is also a fouryear member of the Munciftna club
program and earned All·American
honors in 2001.
"Maren is a very experienced set·
ter from an outstanding high school
and club program," said Wmkeler.
"In addition to great ball placement,
she has great serving and defensive
skills as well."
The Panthers ended their season
9-23 overall and 6-10 in the Ohio
Valley Conference, tied for seventh
place. Eastern returns six starters
and 10 letterwinners.

Clothin&

~

-~Streetl
[ Records )1

Staff Report

R

$1.98 without card
Rent Your Favorite J\\ovie for

a Fraction of the Cost

leases

Album
Cassettes

0\ Ds
Sheet i\ \usic
Rock N Roll T-Shi1·ts

Located at 4th & Lincoln across from EIU
Phone 345-2884
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Panther Previe-w 2004
Experience EIU ...

Thursday,August19

3:30pm Welcome Picnic (South Quad}
· 8:00pm Welcome Back Mixer: Jamaican Me Crazy (South Quad)
(Rain Location: U~ion Ballroom)

Friday, August 20
9:00pm Comedian: Lav Luv (7th St. Underground)
1O:OOpm Cosmic Bowling: Free Shoe Rental (Union Bowling Ally}
10:30pm Outdoor Movie: Barbershop 2(South Quad}
(Rain Location: Grand Ballroom)

•

Saturday, August 21

4:00pm QuakinTheQuad {SouthQua~
9:30pm Live Sand Karaoke(SouthQua •
(Rain Location: Grand Ballroom
1O:OOpm Cosmic Bowlin,g,: Free Shoe Rental
(Union Bowling Ally)

S d A
un ay, ugust 22

• •Opm Hypnotist: Freddrick Winters (Grand Ballroom)

•••••
Tuesday,August24

7:00pm Ethan from Survivor Africa
'Character:the Ul~mate Survival Tool'
{Grand Ballroom}

•

d d A
We nes ay, ugust 25

•
•••

7:00pm Sorority Informational Forum {Grand Ballroom)

Thursday,August26

5:00pm Recycled Percussion (South Quad)
(Rain Location: Grand Ballroom)

_...

49 •

Friday, August 27

·

9:00pm Freestyle Friday (7th St. Underground)

••••
Saturday, August 28

5:00pm and 8:00pm Movie: 50 First Dates (Buzzard Auaitorium}
7:00pm Michael Poll: Straight A's Don't Get You The Joh' (University Ballroom)
_..

Tuesday, August 31 49 •
7:00pm Convocahon {Grand Ballroom)

• Sunday, August 29
4:00pm Carman Outside Dinner
{Carman Hall)
4:00pm Greek Lile 4-square
Tournament {Carman Hall)

• •

•

Wednesday, September
8:00pm Jay Friedman: 'The JSpot: ASex Educator Tells All' {Grand Ballroom)

•

11 • fa

Saturday, September 4 _...
5:00pm and 8:00pm Movie: Starsky &Hutch (Buzzard AuditoriumJ

~
EASTERN'

W •

For More Details About Panther Preview Visit www.eiu.edu
Panther Preview Events Sponsored By: Athletics, Health Education Resource Center, Panther Dining, Residence
Hall Association, Residence Hall Readership Program, IFC, NPC, NPHC, Orientation, and University Board.
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2004 Football Preseason Standings
ere are preseason picks of Ohio Valley Conference coaches and sports informatio
Irectors with first-place votes In parentheses. total votes, last years overall and OV
ecords and a quick note
1. Eastern Kentucky
(10)
121
7-5, 6-2
ept 25 vs Jax State 1s huge early game
. Jacksonville Stat~
(8)
119
8-4, 7-1
ation s 12th-leading rushing offense
91
7-4, 5-3
. Samford
eceiver Efrem Hill leads high-scoring Bulldogs
• Southeast Missouri
73
5-7, 5-3
Ion five of last seven games
Murray State
70
4-8, 3-5
astern 11r.no15' Oct. \6 Homecoming opponent
. Tennessee State
67
7-5, 5-3
harles Anthony has school's career rush ng record
• Eastern Illinois
52
4-8, 3-5
inning record eight of last 1O years
• Tennessee Tech
36
2-9, 1-7
orrung off worst year since 1988
. Tennessee-Martin
19
2-10, 1-7
ew fac1lit1es are expected to be a·boost
"DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS

Sophomore split-end Ryan Voss runs the ball during a game against Tennessee Tech University last season.
Eastern has been picked to finish 7th place in the pre-season rankings.

Football ranks No. 7 in Ohio
Valley preseason rankings
By Heather Hall
SPORTS EDITOR

After a losing season in 2003,
Eastern could bounce back this fall.
Recently placed No. 7 in the Ohio
Valley Conference's preseason
rankings by league football coaches
and sports information directors,
Eastern may have a gooa chance to
regain respect for its football team.
"This was kind of expected,"
head coach Bob Spoo said. "The
rankings are based on the previous
season, so theydon't mean diddly,
but from a team standpoint, it is a
great incentive."
The 2003 season ended with the
Panthers placed sixth in the OVC at
3-5, finishing the year 4-8 overall. It
was one of only two losing seasons
in eight years.
"Our players work hard enough
that they will not settle for seventh
position," Spoo said "Our team is
better than people give us credit for.
Our team goal is to see that position
change at the end of the year."
The preseason All-OVC Team list,
also recently released, has six players from Eastern Kentucky, the

school ranked to win the 2004 OVC
championship with 10 first place
votes.
Defending
champion
Jacksonville State, ranked second
with eight first place votes, has
three players listed. Eastern has
only one.
Marcus Lorick, who ranked
fourth on last year's team with 49
tackles, is the only Eastern player to
make the list.
"Lorick is one of the finest individuals I've been around," Spoo
said. "He comes from a great family that really supports him. He's
worked hard to earn this opportunity. He is one of the finest defensive
players in the league."
Last year, six Panthers earned
all-OVC honors. Linebacker Nick
Ricks and offensive tackle Frank
Castagnoli, both 2004 graduates,
were selected First Tham All-OVC.
Second Tuam selections were tight
end Nick Eller and linebacker Fred
Miller, both also 2004 graduates,
and senior defensive tackle
Marcus Lorick and junior defensive tackle Kory Lothe.
The mystery factor in Eastern's
ranking, however, is that recent
transfer Matt Schabert, who will

start his final year of league play at
Eastern this fall, is not listed in
Eastern's media guide as the decision was made after the guide was
sent to press. Not able to officially
announce Scbabert's transfer to
the Panthers due to NCAA rules,
Eastern could end up higher on the
OVC roster at the end of the season.
No. 1 ranked Eastern Kentucky
led the league last year in total
offense (391.4 ypg), and will have
three All-OVC players on the field:
senior quarterback Matt Guice,
junior wide receiver Aqdre
Ralston and senior linebacker
Justen Rivers, acc6rding to
OVCSports.com.
No. 2 ranked Jacksonville State
saw its first championship season
last year since 1992. They finished
8-4 overall with a 7-1 conference
record and will see the return of 15
starters, "including the bulk of a
defensive unit that held opponents
to a league-low 120.7 yards and 23.2
points per game last season,"
according to OVCSports.com.
Tennessee-Martin, ranked No. 9,
is looking for its first winning
campaign since 1993.

Panthers baseball places No. 2
after ranked lower in preseason
By Heather Hall
SPORTS EDITOR

Despite a 13-run inning to win the
first tournament game against
Southeast Missouri, Eastern Illinois
failed to progress in the OVC tournament after losing 5-3 to Jacksonville
State and 6-1 to Samford. The
Panthers ranked No. 2, despite being
predicted to rank somewhere in the
middle of the 10 schools.
"It was a disappointing end to the
tournament," assistant coach Mitch
Rosenthal said. "We started the season at 3-17, and to end up second in
conference after it being predicted
we would rank somewhere around
fifth was really great. I would have
liked for us to have finished
stronger, though."
The schedul~ did no~ help the
DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS
Panthers when it came tune to play
against Samford.
Junior pitcher Jason Pinnell winds up for a pitch during a~ game at
"We were really happy with our C~ache_s Stadium. Eastern finished second place In the conferet1Ce eftel'
.
.
S th
wm
agamst
ou east M"1ssou.r1. being picked to win 10th.
(SEMO) " Rosenthal said. "We played against
"Players are done for the season, so they are spread
Jackson~ille State the next night, and after we lost out across th.e Midwest playing in summer leagues,"
that game late at night, we bad to tum around and play Rosenthal said. "When they come back in August for
against Samford early the next morning. We were still the new school year, we'll s~ training again to be
emotionally drained from the loss the night before pr~pared_ for our frrst games m ~e end of Fe~ruary.
against Jacksonville."
We will have a lot of returrung players, s~ce we
The Panthers finished the tournament three games had ~uch a large number of fr~shman. The seruor leadbehind No. l Ausun Peay with an OVC record of 17-9. ersh1.p prepared them well this year, so I expect great
and 26-30 overall.
things tonappen in the future with this team."

2004 Preseason All-OVC Team
Offense
B-Ray Nelson, Samford
8-Chartes Anthony, Tennessee State
8-C.J. Hudson, Eastern Kentucky
A-Efrem Hill, Samford, WR
A-Andre Ralston, Eastern Kentucky
E-Ray Goodson. Southeast Missoun
-Dan Sieg, Southeast M1Ssouri
-Dan Connolly, Southeast Missouri
-Wtll Hetrleman, Eastern Kentucky
-Frank Omlyale, Tennessee Tech
-John Pettus, Jacksonville State
-Derek Kutz, Southeast Missoun
et-Allen Evans, Eastern Kentucky
et-Cortland Finnegan, Samford

Defense
L-Chad Dewberry, Eastern Kentucky
L·Paul Thomas. Tennessee State
L-Marcus White, Murray State
L-Marcus Lonck, Eastern 1mno1s
LB-Justen Rivers. Easten Kentucky
LB-James Dumervil, Tennessee State
LB-Jonathon Crutcher, Jacksonville St.
B-Cortland Finnegan, Samford
B-8randon Shelby, Tennessee Tech
B-Laroni Gallishaw. Murray State
B-Russell Gambrell, Tennessee-Martin
8-Chad McMahan. Tennessee-Martin
P-Rich1e Rhodes, JacksonVJlle State

Eastern' s Freshman 15
Honorable Mention after finishing
the season with 14 doubles and 31
RBis. His .339 batting average was
second only to Ryan Campbell
SPORTS COLUMNIST
amongst OVC freshmen.
7. Mary Welch, volleyball Regardless of whether of not Finished second on the team in
you believe in the "Freshman 15," kills and fourth in digs and recordmany first-year athletes at EIU got ed a 12-kill, 16-dig double-double in
fat on Division I competition dur- her first collegiate match.
ing the 2003-2004 school year.
6. Chris Vaculik, baseball Based on the numbers or times Closer led the team in appearances
posted and impact they had on with 26 and despite starting only
their team, this is how I would rank one game, recorded the second
the top 15 true freshmen at EIU most wins on the team (5-1). Also
through their inaugural seasons.
struck out 39 and tallied six saves
15. Jeff Diehl, men's soccer - in SO innings
Provided EIU with a physical pres5. Megan Casad, women's basence on defense and was named to ketball - Point guard recorded a
the MVC All-Freshman team.
perfect 11-11-11 triple-double in
14. Ben Brown, football - win at Samford Named to the OVC
Defensive back was named OVC All-Freshman Tham after finishing
'Defensive Player of the Week' second in the league in assists.
4. 'frisha Walter, women's soccer
after intercepting a pass, recovering two fumbles and recording - Forward was named First Team
four tackles in win at Murray All-OVC and taUied three assists tr
State.
tie a school record in first colle
13. Jeff Stewardson, men's soc- giate game. Scored two of her fow
goals in key victory over Samford
~r - Led freshmen in goals and
points.
3. Bill Senese, men's swimming
12. Meagan Scaggs, women's - Set new school records in the
basketball - Gritty forward started 100- and 200-yard backstroke at
24 games and averaged just under the Midwest Classic Champions
five points and five boards. while helping lead the EIU men to
Converted late free throws in wins their second Midwest Classic
over Austin Peay and Eastern team championship in three
years.
Kentucky.
11. ChuckLeVaque, men's tennis
2. Ryan Campbell, baseball - Playing at No. 3 singles, he posted Third baseman was named a
a 14-6 record. Won two matches at Freshman
All-American
by
the OVC Tournament and was Collegiate Baseball after he led
named All-OVC.
the team with a .359 average and 22
10. Ryan Voss, football -Wide out doubles. Posted a 17-game hitting
caught 25 balls and led the receiv- streak and tied a school record
ing corps with an 11.1 yards per with a three-homer game versus
Chicago State.
catch average.
9. Chelsea Adams, softball 1. Sandyn Short, softball Shortstop was the only player to Catcher broke six single-season
start all 56 games. Finished second school records including the home
on the team in four offensive cate- run, RBI, batting average and dougories and hit all four of her home bles marks. She was named Second
runs in OVC play.
Tham All-OVC and All-Mideast
8. Kevin Carkeek, baseball - Region by the National College
First baseman was named All-OVC Fastpitcb Association.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP

Part·lime & full-tune experienced
carpenters needed. CaD 348-5409.
06f30

MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED
Get paid to shop! Flexible work
from home or school. FT/PT Make
your own hours 800-830-8066
_________
7~1

Warters wanted part·time apply in
person after 4 JXl' Pag!iai s Pam
1600 Lincoln Clmrleston.

- - 814
Worker expenenced in real estate
maintenance and/or construction
andscaping. p ting etc Call 81
Sidwell at 345 3119 or 232-3117

--

FOR

WANTED

_ _ _814

RENT

FOR

PAJD. VERY LOW UTIUTIES. 10

OR 12 MONTH LEASE. NO PETS
343-8305

:--..,.-----------7~8

Now leasing Fall '04. 2 bedroom
apartment with loft used as a sec·
ond bedroom
Includes heat,
water and trash 217-897·6266 or
217-898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,814
2 BR Apartments central a~ 1
block from campus off street parkng Call 345 9636 after 5:00 pm.

-----'814
For Rent 5 bedroom house 1 5
baths. W t of square. Av-ai able
August 1 Phone 345·9665

_ _ _ _ _.814

Pizza l'T'3ker wanted part-time
Apply 1n persori after 4 pm
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln
Charlest on.
_ __ _ 814

"Fully fumrshed room. All utilities,
DSL, w/d.
Excellent condition
$300/month Call 345-5456.

F O R REN T

1 bedroom apartm1mt close to
campus. Newer building Good
parking $375.00 includes some
ut1fities. Call Jan @ 345-8350.
_ __ _ _ __ _ _9/,15

Delivery person wanted part-time.
Apply in person after 4 pm.
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.

- -- - - _ _ __ _.8/4
Clean furnished 1 BR duplex trash

_

_

_ _ _ __ __

R/4

2 bedroom available August. Great
location. 2007 11 lh street. -345·
6100
________________;,00

-----~---814

APARTMENTS.
SEITSINGER
1611 gTH STREET. One block east
of Old Mam 2 BR apartment comHeat and
pletely furnished.
garbage furnished. 2004 - 2005
school year. g month lease. Call
345-7136.

:---=---~-----·8123

Apt. on square. $299 includes gas,
water and trash. Call Dave at 348·

furnished . $350/month Phone 3457244
HORSE LOVERS: nice one bed·
room apt on horse farm. Parttime
stable work. Bnng your horse. 7
miles to campus. 348-1950
For Rent: Girls Only.1 bedroom
apartment for rent across from
Buzzaro. Call 345-2652

,..,....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8, 14
Unique Properties: Only a few 3
BR apts. left! Prices have dropped
again! Unique Properties. 345·
5022

==--=-:-------7~8

FOR RENT: Executive Condo in
Deer Run. 2 BR & Loft, 2.5 bath,
fireplace. dining room, W/D, 2 car
garage, fUI unfinished basement,
His & Hers closets 1n the Master
and right on Deer Run Lal<el A
MUST S§EI Unique Properties.

345--5022

-:-____ _ ____7a8

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR 2
OR 3 CLOSE TO CAMPUS. OFFSTREET PARKING TRASH PAJD.

NO PETS 348-8305
==:-=-:--==::=-:,-.::--,,----7~8

VERY AFFORDABLE 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS WATER/TRASH

---~-~---·00

1543
.--::'~~-----__:00
1 & 2 BR apts. large, furnished
available for summer & or next
school year. Cats OK! Ideal for COU·
pies. 741-5 6th street. Call 581 ·
7729 (w) or 345-6127 (H).
_ __ _ __ _ _ _ 0 0
4-6 students needed in August for
niee, clean. cute house at 2019
11th St. 345-6100.
:-::------ - - - - - - 0 0
REDUCED RATES. 2/3 BDRM
APTS. FAUJSPRING 04/05, 10
MONTH LEASE. GREAT LOCATION.OFF STREET PARKING.
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
343-8305 OR 54g.9092,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com CHECK
US OUT FOR YOUR NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing now 1 & 2 bedroom
units. Good locations, nice apart·
ments, off street parking. trash

The DaUy Eastern News
Classified ad form

RENT

paid. No pets. 345-7286.
_ __ _ _ _ __ .__;00
4-6 Bedroom house 1 block off
campus on 7th St. Also, I house
wrth 4 apartments. One 2 bedroom
and 3 studio apartments Will rent
l!lcflVidually or as a 5 bedroom.
Furnished or unfurnished Cal 728
8709 or page 1-800-412-1310 oo
House close to campus for 3 to 4
students Two bathrooms, wash
er/drye~ low ut1llties 348-0614

~------00'

2 bedroom apt GVSI able Jan 1st
Fi.!rrnshed and trash paid Close to
campus. 345-5088

---------~00

1 & 2 BEDROOM apts for Fall
2004, good loc. excellent condl·
lion. 10 & 12 mo leases. Parking &
trash pickup included. No pets,

3

4

5

.

7

2

8

____________,oo

3 BEDROOM HSE for Fall 2004,
large rooms, w/ d, A/C, no pets,
parking & trash pickup incl 345·
7286. www.jwdhamsrentals

_________,oo

1.2.and 3 bedrooms close to cam·
pus. 4 locations to choose from.
Call 345-6533
::-:-:,..,...,.-- : - - -- - -00
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 04-05. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER AND
TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 345·
1266

~~=------00

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BA apts. available 0 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!

--~-------00

ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
,2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. leasing for Spring 2004 and
Fall 2003 semesters. Call 346-3583

--------~·00

Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished,
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
Internet, $490. g13 and g17 4th St.
235-0405 or 317-3085.
-:-----:-- - -- -- '00
Now Leasing for Fall 2004:
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom apart·
ments, 3 bedroom houses and a
large home for 7 people located
within 3 blocks or less from cam·

1 Cry from the
block
5 Welcoming

14

-~-

15 Et
16 See 29-Dow
17 Pay back
19 M&

male

20 Provoke
22 Biblical shep·
herd

Dates to run: ------------Ad to read:

5088.
- : : - : - - - - - - - -'0 0
2 BR 1722 11th Street $450/mo
for 1 person. $275/each for 2 people
Includes stove. fndge and
central Call 345-5088

--=-------~00
2 BR APT with garage, stove.
refrig, microwave, dishwasher, ale.
Water/trash pcl. $250 month x 2
people. $435 mo 1 petSOO. 955 4th
Street. 348·7746
_ __ _ __ _ __ 00
2 BR APT stove, refrlg, microwave,
A/C. Trash pd, $230 mo x 2 people.
$395 mo 1 person. 2001 S. 12th.
348-7746

_________ __,oo

OPENING AUGUST 1 BR LUXURY
APT. 905 A. Street. 1 BR with
stove, refng with icemaker, dish·
washer. microwave. A/C, W/D in
each apt. $475 mo 1 person.
Limited garages avail. $75 mo.
348-7746

--::c=--------~'00

2 BR apartment with unique
sunken living room and huge clos·
ets. One block from Buzzard
$550/month. Off Street Parl<ing
Call 345-5088.
- --:..,,,..,,- -- - -- ·00
Large 2 BR apartment with cedar
closets and big front porch.
$450/month. 151810th Street Apt.
3. Call 345-5088.

:-==-::-------~'00

2 BA furnished apartment. 201
Buchanan Avenue #A $450/month
for 2 people at $225 per person.
Includes central air, stove, fridge,
washer/dryer. Trash Included. Call
345-5088
00
Spacious 2 BR apartment. 815
Jackson Avenue Apartment #2.
$450/month for one person or
$275/month each for 2 people.
Includes central air, stove, fridge.
Water and trash paid Call 345·

Anymore·

_ _ _ _ _ __ _,08/04

=---------00

ATTENTION
HUNTERS
NVESTORS 40 ACRES 10 m n·
utes souths 30x46 pole bam,
small stream and pond, lots of tim·
ber and Wild g me. Coles Rea 1ty
345-2386

Mmm ...

successflavored!

814

ROOMMATES
Female
rommate
needed.
Apartment 2 blocks from campus.
Fall '04 • Spnng "05. Call 549·5467
7130
Umted semester leases available.
Call Lindsey 348.1 47g

:----~----~00

Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person. 1509
S. 2nd. Call 346-3583

:-::-:~---------~00

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 3 BR
APT ON 4TH ST. CLOSE TO CAM·
PUS.
$255/MO.
CALL
630.96g.3089 OR 630.430.0224
_814Female sublessor needed fro
1br of a brand new 3 br apartment.
Fully furnished Call Ashley at 630742-7042 or 630-553-9312
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 7/12

Sublessors/roommates needed for
the following Unique Properties

-- -

- ---·

SUBLESSORS .
locations: 1305 4th St, 1515 9th
St., 1801 9th St., 2144 11th St.
Call Today! 345-5022

,...,....,--------7~1

Sublessors needed:
Unique
Hornes apartment on 9th Street.
Brand
new
3
bedroom.
$360/month. Please call 822-6853
or contact Unique Hornes at 3455022

-,...--------- 1a1

Sublessor wanted! St_arting August
1st o r later if still available.
Chicago style loft on the square.
$275/month.
Water, cable,
gas/heat & trash included. Contact
Lindsey 217-821·444g or Amy at
708-256-6605.

Run an ad in the

Daily Eastern
News and taste
the difference

~--------814

581-28 16

No. 0617

Edited by Will Shortz

3 1 Sens1t1ve things

46 Spot to order
spot

32 Court call

48 Farm unit

36 Ser m
or a
hint to so v ng
1
20· 5()..
nd 57-Across
d 11- and
28-Down
38 Word of proms
39 Light source

26 Blocks

41 Nabokov novel

29 Of an atnoventncular valve

42 Comparatively
compliant

ANSWERS TO PUZZLE

a

4 9 Goals
50 Understand?
55 Go around
57 Be a hindrance
58 Pointer mover
59 Symbol of Apo o
60 Perce ate slowly
61 Substtute (for)
62 Rowe rs' muscle s. for sho rt
63 Cub o r Red,
bnefly

DOWN
1 Clinic fluids
2 In charge of

9 lnits. on N .Y.C .
buses •

3 Forebear of one 10 "Verrry sexy!"
of Israel's 12
11 Star
Tribes
12 Waters of jazz
4 Shifts
13 Are going to
5 46-Across vehi·
cles

30 cetllS per WOid first day ad runs to cents per WOid each consecuttYe day
lhe!ealter. 25 cenlS per wool list day t>r SWdenls Qh valid ID. and 10 cenls per WOid
each consecutlV9 day attl!fWilrd. IS WOid mtnlll'IJITI.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reseries lhe right to edd or reluse ads considered libelous or in bad 1as1e

Wanted: Sublessor starting Aug. 1,
2004 for tan & spnng. 1 bedroom
apartment $325. Call 345-2616

30 Phi who sang "I 44 Compose r
Ain't Marching
Prokofiev

24 Be indisposed

.____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ ___!

SUB LESSORS

- - : - , . . . - - - - - - - -00
Available n May·1 BR with water
and trash Included $370/mo.
Buchanan St. apartments . 3451266
-00
4 bedroom house 2 bath, W/D
low uti itles close to campus 888·
637-2373
00
Tired of apartment fivmg? R ey
Creek Properties has clean three
bedroom homes, close to campus
and shopping avw able for 2004·
2005 school year Water and trash
serVICe nc!uded Pets conSKt ed
with addruonal deposit Cal for
terms and avaJlabi ty. 54g-3741
Leave message

40 •••
and
hungry look":
Shak.

23 A lready off

RENT

pus. Call 348-000S

35 Noted gue n la

If I

FOR

RENT

~bt ~t\tt Uork ~imtB
~.J
C ..l-·o~.. ...c /It·· '-4.....1.

9 Dust bts

Un er class cat on of ----Exp1rat1on code (office use only) __
Person accept rg ad:
Compos tor- _ _
No o ds ays· _ _ Amount due $
Payment
Check No.

6

www.jwllilamsrentals.com

ACROSS

Name:
------------Address:
-------------Phone: _ _ _ _ _ Student: .J Yes :_i No

FOR

18 Not e'en once

21
6 Ui:ialask a inhab·
25
1tant
26
7 Run amok
27
8 1980 Andrzej
28
Wajda film In
29
which Lech
Walesa appears

Dos

31 Marathoner's
challenge

46 Heat and
Lightning

33 Actress McClurg 47 Short conclud·
ing 5'an2a
34 Novelist
Morrison

48 Lifeless, old·
style

36 Bad cut
37 "Middlemarch"
author

51 "The Memory of
Trees" Grammy
w inner

Originally, once

41 Not call it quits

Shot orderers

43 Umbrian town

Parrot

44 T hing s between

Move it
Large
16-Across

cuts
45 European
tongue

52 Truant, in a
. way
53 It m ay be steely
54 Viewer
56

Habitable hole
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2004 W>men's Indoor Track Schedule
Dec. 13
All Day
All Day

Jan.24
Jan.31
Feb. 6n
Feb.20
Feb. 27/ 28

2:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m .
All Day
All Day
All Day

Mar. 5/6
Mar. 12/13

at Indiana State
EIU MEGA MEET
EJU QUADRANGULAR
at Indiana
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP
at Last Chance Meets (Norte Dame)
at NCAA Championships (Arkansas)

2004 Men's Indoor Track Schedule

Terre Haute, Ind.
Lantz Fieldhouse
Lantz Fieldhouse
Bloomington, Ind.
Lantz Fieldhouse
Lantz Fieldhouse

Dec. 13
Jan. 24
Jan.31
Feb. sn
Feb. 20
Feb. 27/28

South Bend, Ind.
Fayette, Ark.

Mar. 5/6
Mar. 12 -13

2004 Men's Swim Thrun Schedule
Oct. 8
Oct. 23
Oct. 29
Oct. 30
Nov. 5 - 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 18
Dec.5
Dec. 26 Jan.a
Jan. 14
Jan. 15
Jan.22
Jan.28
Feb.5
Feb. 17 - 19

Nov. 6
Nov. 14
Nov. 21
Dec.5
Dec. 12 1 p.m.
Dec. 29 - 30
Jan.8
Jan. 15
Jan.23
Jan.29
Feb.4
Feb.5
Feb. 17
Feb. 20
Mar. 5
Mar. 17 - 19

1 p.m.
1 p.m.
2 p.m.
1 p.m.
5 p.m./
Sa.m.
1 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
All Day
5p:m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
12 p.m.
All Day

All Day
All Day
All Day
All Day
All Day
All Day
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
All Day
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p .m.
2 p.m.
All Day
All Day

Winnett - Deremia
Tow Truck
345-4383

LOUISVILLE
Lantz Natatorium
Chicago
at Illinois-Chicago
Evansville, Ind.
at Evansville
Lantz Natatorium
XAVIER
Lantz Natatorium
PANTHER INVITATIONAL
Butler, EIU, IUPUI, Lincoln, Lewis, Valparaiso)
Macomb
at Western Illinois
St. Louis
at Saint Loui
Carmel, Ind.
at Butler
at Ft. Lauderdale College
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Swim Forum
at Millikin
Decatur
IUPUI
Lantz Natatorium
Lantz Natatorium
VALPARAISO
at IUPUI
Indianapolis
SAINTLOUIS
Lantz Natat orium
at Midwest Classic Championships
Indianapolis

at Eastern Michigan Open
at Central Missouri Open
at Missouri Open
at Northern Iowa Open
INDIANA/ WABASH TRIANGULAR
at Midlands
at Northern Iowa I vs. Virginia Tech
at Northwestern
OHIO/ McKENDREE TRIANGULAR
at Missouri Valley/ Nebraska Open
at Northern Illinois
at Truman State
EASTERN MICHIGAN
MISSOURI
at NCAA West Regional
at NCAA Championships

Ypsilanti, Mich.
Warrensburg, Mo.
Columbia, Mo.
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Lantz Arena
Evanston
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Evanston
Lantz Arena
TBD
DeKalb
Kirksville, Mo.
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
Fresno, Calif.
St. Louis

2:30p.m.
3:30p.m J
All Day
All Day
All Day

1011 Poplar Avenue
Charleston, IL 61920

1 p.m.
1 p.m.
2p.m.
1 p.m.
5 p.m./
8a.m.
1 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
All Day

Nov. 13
Nov. 18
Dec.5
Dec. 28Jan. 8
Jan. 14
Jan. 15
Jan.22
Jan.28
Feb. 5
Feb. 17119

:• your
Surprise
friends with a

2004 Rugby schedule
Sep.4
Sep.11

Sep.18
Sep. 25
Oct. 3
Oct9
Oct. 15
Ocl 23
Ocl30
Nov. 6

11:30 a.m.
2p.m.
12p.m.
1 p.m.
10 a.m.
1 p.m.
6p.m.
12p.m.
12p.m.
10a.m.

vs. Nebraska
ILUNOIS
MICHIGAN
IUINOIS STATE
at Clemson
ARKANSAS STATE
at Ohio State
TENNESSEE
TRUMAN STATE
at Florida

Grads, undergrads, faculty, staff...
we've got all kinds of rentals.
Call for an appointment!

Has It All...
•S~ecialify Ke~s (Painted Designs&S~orts Teams)
·Audio &Visual Cabeling for lV.'s&Stereo Systems

Jim Wood, Realtor
1512 A Street P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 -- Fax 345 - 4472

•Custom matched paint

•S~elving systems
•Pieces and Parts for ~ose impossible class projec~

Limited Ti1nc 3 Bedroom Rent Special

And Morel

................. ---------- -------------581-2816

EW

ij

(For t~at ~ole you Moc~ed in the wall)Plus patching materials

Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments

W elcome to Cha rleston & E IU

Kansas City, MO
Lakeside Field
Lakeside Field
Lakeside Field
Greenville, SC
Lakeside Field
Columbus, OH
Lakeside Field
Lakeside Field
Gainesville, FL

VJSit Panther Athleti~ at www.eiu.edu/-..sprtinfo

: Birthday Ad in the Den!
•

South Bend, Ind.
Fayetteville, Ark.

Chicago
at Illinois-Chicago
Evansville, Ind.
at Evansville
Lantz Natatorium
XAVIER
Lantz Natatorium
PANTHER INVITATIONAL
(Butler, EIU, IUPUI. Lincoln, Lewis, Valparaiso)
at Western Illinois
Macomb
St. Louis
at Saint Loui
Carmel, Ind.
at Butler
at Ft. Lauderdale College
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Swim Forum
at Millikin
Decatur
IUPUI
Lantz Natatorium
VALPARAISO
Lantz Natatorium
at IUPUI
Indianapolis
Lantz Natatorium
SAINT LOUIS
Indianapolis ·
at Midwest Classic Championships

Sp.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m .
5:30 p.m.
12 p.m.
All Day

Auto RI-pair I Used Auto l'arn I 2-t Hour Towing

•••••••••••••••••

Terre Haute, Ind.
Lantz Fieldhouse
Lantz Fieldhouse
Bloomington, Ind.
Lantz Fieldhouse
Lantz Fieldhouse

2004 Women's
Swim Thrun ScheduleLantz Natatorium
LOUISVILLE

Oct. 8
Oct. 23
Oct 29
Oct. 30
Nov. 5/6

Jim Wood. Realtor

"Low Races"
" Cheap Hooker"

at Indiana State
EIU MEGA MEET
EIU QUADRANGULAR
at Indiana
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
OHIO VALLEY CONF.
INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP
at Last Chance Meets
at NCAA Championships

All Day
All Day

Americ a n Ace
Hardwa re
'(
Next to W a lgreens
345-8665

OVENANT

INISTRIES

At Shear Professionals, we're n"ot about all the
frills. \Ne specialize in you and your h air!

Shear Professionals
Let us assist you with all your hair needs,
especially emergencies!
}._(B ecause a bad hair day is an emerg ency)

J

503 Buciianan
I Block from Campus

345-4449

n

SERVICE

I :30

PM SUNDAY AFTERNOON
AT
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH MINISTRIES

C O RNE R OF 9 T H STREET
CLEVELAND
PASTOR CLAUDE MAGEE, jR.

&

8C

Slturdly, August 21, 2004
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2004 \blleyball scherlule

Football signs 26

Sep.3
10:30 a.m.
Sep.3
6p.m.
Sep 4 - 10:30 a.m.
Sep.4
3:30 p.m.
Sep. 10 7p.m.
Sep 11 1 p.m.
Sep. 11 4:30 p.m.
Sep. 17 12 p.m.
Sep.17 7 p.m.
Sep. 18 12 p.m.
Sep. 18 5p.m.
Sep.24 7p.m.
Sep.25 5p.m.
Oct. 1
7p.m.
2p.m.
Oct. 2
Oct. 8
7p.m.
2p.m.
Oct. 9
Oct. 12 7 p.m.
Oct. 15 7p.m.
Oct. 16 7p.m.
Oct. 19 7p.m.
Oct 22
7 p.m.
Oct 23
12 p.m.
Oct. 27 7p.m.
Oct. 29 7p.m.
Nov 5
6p.m.
Nov. 6
1 p.m.
Nov.12 7p.m.
Nov.13 7p.m.

"This is the largest group we've signed in many years,• Coach Bob Spoo said,

who enters his 18th year in 2004.
Position

Name
Mike Adams
Travorus Bess
Drew Cairo-Gross
Jordan Campanella
Tom DwyE!f
Jordan Gorzny
William Hodor
Jermaine James
T.J. Kaatman
Tim Kelly
Chip Keys
Jack Kosinski
James Larson
R.J. Meyers
Sean McPeak
Josh Moll
Alicus Nozinor
Qulnten Ponlus
Norris Smith
Trent Steckel
Donald Thomas
Sinque Turner
Joe Valentine
D.J. Walker
Pierre Walters
Terrance Williams

OG
RB

OG
TE
WR
PIK
OT
OT
OT
DE
FB
LB

LB
DE
OT
QB
WR
RB
RB
RB

LB
DB

WR

TB
DE
WR

Hometown
Chicago
Ft. Lauderdale. Fla
Mundelein
DuQuoln
Evergreen Park
Oregon
Ft. Lauderdale. Fla.
Chicago
St. Charles, Mo.
Chicago Heights
Paris
Griffith, Ind.
Mundelein
Lake Mary, Fla.
Belleville
Crestwood, Ky.
Delray Beach. Fla
Rockford
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Crystal Lake
St. Louis
Chicago
Chicago
Mattoon
Forest Park
Miami

High School
Morgan Park
Plantation
Carmel
DuOuoin
Brother Rice
Oregon
Hallandale Beach
Whitney Young
Francis Howell
Marian Catholic
Paris
Griffith
Carmel
Lake Mary
West
South Oldham
American Heritage
Boylan
Ely
South
Riverview Gardens
Simeon
Hyde Park
Mattoon
Westchester St. Joseph
Norland

6 p.m.

Sep. 18 6:30 p.m.
Sep. 25 5 p.m
OVC Tournament
Oct. 2
1:30 p.m.
Oct. 9
Oct. 16

5:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov.13
Nov. 20

12p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1 p.m.

INDIANA STATE
O'Brien Stadium
.. CommUnivefCity Day 2004 &
El Club "Hall of Fame" Game
Normal
at Illinois State
Ypsilanti, Mich.
at Eastern Michigan
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
. Family Weekend 2004
at Eastern Kentucky
MURRAY STATE
.. 88th Homecoming Weekend
at Tennesse.Martin
TENNESSEE STATE
at Tennessee Tech
JACKSONVILLE STATE
at Samford

O'Brien S1adlum
Richmond, Ky.
O'Brien Stadium
Martin, Tenn.
O'Brien Stadium
Cooklwille, Tenn.
O'Brien Stadium
Birmingham, Ala

Sep.17
Sep.24
Oct. 2
Oct. 16
Oct. 30
Nov. 13
Nov. 22

4:30 p.m.
10 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
10am.
10am.
10 a.m.
10a.m.
10a.m.

at Iowa Invitational
at Bradley Invitational
EIU PANTHER INVTTATIONAL
at Minnesota Invitational
at NCAA Pre-Regional
at NCAA Pre-National
at OVC Championship
at NCAA Regional
at NCAA Championship

4:30p.m.
10 a.m
5:30p.m.
4:30 p.m.
10 a.m.
10a.m.
10 a.m.
10 a.m.
10 a.m.

at Iowa Invitational
at Bradley Invitational
EIU PANTHER INVITATIONAL
at Minnesota Invitational
at NCAA Pre-Regional
at NCAA Pr&-National
at OVC Championship
at NCAA Regional
at NCAA Championship

Iowa City, Iowa
Peoria
Panther Tnlll
Minneapolis, Minn.
Peoria
Terre Haute, Ind.
Martin, Tenn.
Peoria
Terre Haute, Ind.

-

Opponents to be determined

Hosted by #1 Seed

Opponents to be determined

TSO

BOWLING GREEN

Edwardsville

Aug. 28
Aug. 28
Sep. 1
Sep. 4
Sep. 12

Llllceskle Field
Lakeside Fleld
Lakeside Field
DeKalb
Indianapolis, Ind.

Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Macomb
Dayton, Ohio
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Lakeside Field
Lakeside Field
Lakeside Field
Lakeside Field
Springfield, Mo.
Evansville, Ind.
NashviRe, Tenn.
Bowling Green, Ky.
Lakeside Fleld
Lakeside Field
CampusSttes

St. Louis, Mo
St. Louis, Mo.

2004 Women's Basketball scherlule

-

-

DEPAUL
at Indiana State
IWNOIS STATE
at Austin Peay
at Tennessee Tech
MOREHEAD STATE
LOYOLA (CHICAGO)
at Jacksonville State
at SamfOl'd
MURRAY STATE
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
at Southwest Missouri
at Westefn tllioos

Al.Jg. 21

2004 Men's Basketball scherlule
Nov. 6 7:05 p.m.
WINONA STATE (exhibition) Lantz Arena
Nov.19 7:35p.m.
IWNOIS-SPRINGFIELD
Lantz Arena
Nov 23 .
at DePaul
Chicago
EVANSVILLE
Nov. 28 4p.m.
Lantz Arena
Dec.1
7:05p.m.
MISSOURI-KANSAS CITY Lantz Arena
Tefre Haute, Ind.
Dec. 4
at Indiana State
Dec. 7
7:05 p.m.
ILLINOIS BENEDICTINE
Lantz Arena
Dec. 11 7:05 p.m.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
Lantz Arena
WESTERN ILLINOIS
Dec. 21 7:05p.m.
• Lantz Arena
Dec. 30
at Kansas Stat•·
Manhattan. K~.
West Lafayette, Ind.
Jan.2
at Purdue
Jan.6
at Tennessee Tech
Cookeville, Tenn.
Jan. 8
at Austin Peay
Clarksville, Tenn.
Jan. 11
at Southeast MISSOUn
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Jan. 15
at Tennessee State
Nashville, Tenn.
Jan. 20 7:3Sp.m.
AUSTIN PEAY
Lantz Arena
Jan.22 7:05p.m.
TENNESSEE TECH
lantzArena
Jan.27 7:35p.m.
SAMFORD
Lantz Arena
JACKSONVILLE STATE
Jan.29 7:05 p.m.
Lantz Arena
at Murray State
F"b.3
Murray. Ky.
Feb.5
at Tennessee-Martin
Martin, Tenn.
7:35p.m.
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
Lantz Arona
Feb.8
TENNESSEE STATE
Feb.10 7:35p.m.
Lantz Arena
Feb.17
at Morehead State
Morehead, Ky
Richmond, Ky.
Feb. 19
at Eastern Kentucky
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
Lantz Arona
Feb.24 7:35 p.m.
MURRAY STATE
Lantz Arena
Feb.26 7:05 p.m.
at OVC Tournament (March 1-5)
Mar. 1
First Round
Campus sites
Semifinal game
Nashville, Tenn.
Mar 4
Mar.5
Champ1onsh1p game
Nashv1 e. Tenn

Kenosha, Wis.
Lakeside Field
South Bend, Ind.
Lincoln, Neb.
Lakeside Field
Lakeside Field
Terre Haute, Ind.
Lakeside Aeld
Clarksville, Tenn.
Cookeville, Tenn.
Lakeside Field
Lakeside Field
Jacksonville, Ala.
Birmingham, Ala.
Lakeside Field
Lakeside Field
Lakeside Fleld
Springfield, Mo.
Macomb

6 p.m.
st SIU-Edwardsville (exhibition)
1 p.m.
ASBURY COLLEGE (exhibition)
3:30 p.m.
ALUMNI GAME (odds v. even)
4 p.m.
BUTLER
3 p.m.
at Northern lllillOIS
2 p.m.
at IUPUI
et Vanderbilt Tournament (Sep. 17-19)
Sep. 17
6 p.m.vs. Memphis
Sep. 19 12 p.m.
vs. Northwestefn
Sep. 22 4 p.m.
at Western llllnols
Sep. 24 7:30 p.m
at Dayton
Sep. 26 1 p.m.
at IPFW
Oct. 1
1 p.m.
BRADLEY
Oct. 3
3 p.m.
DRURY
Oct. 8
3 p.m.
DRAKE
Oct.10 1 p.m.
CREIGHTON
Oct. 15 7 p.m.
at Southwest Missouri
at Evansville
Oct. 17 2 p.m.
Oct. 22 7 p.m.
at Vanderbilt
Oct. 24 2 p.m.
at Western Kentucky
TULSA
Oct. 29 3 p.m.
Oct. 31
1 p.m.
SOUTHERN METHODIST
at MVC Tournament (Nov. 5-14)
Nov. 5/6 TBD
Opponents to be determined
Nov. 12 TSO
Semifinal Game (OtbD)
Nov. 14 TSO
Championship Game (OtbD)

Iowa City, Iowa
Peoria
Panthet'Tl'llH
Minneapolis, Minn.
Peoria
Terre H81.1te, Ind.
Martin, Tenn.
Peoria
Terre Haute, Ind.

2004 Women's Cross Country schedule
Sep.3
Sep. 10
Sep.17
Sep. 24
Oct. 2
Oct. 16
Oct. 30
Nov. 13
Nov. 22

st Wisconsin-Parlfside (exhibition)
EVANSVILLE
at Notre Dame
at Nebraska

2004 Men's S~r scherlule

2004 Men's Cross Country scherlule
Sep. 3
Sep. 10

Orono, Maine
Orono. Maine
Orono. Maine
Orono, Main•l
Carbondale
Carbondale
Carbondale
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Cookville, Tenn.
Clarksville, Tenn.
Cape Girardeau. Mo.
Nashville, Tenn.
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
Evansville, Ind.
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
Murray, Ky.
Martin. Tenn
Lantz Arena
LantzAnma
Morehead, Ky.
Richmond. Ky.
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena

2004 Women's Soccer scherlule
Al.Jg. 21 1 p.m.
Aug. 27 4 p.m.
Aug. 29 1 p.m.
Sep 3
7 p.m.
Sep. 5
1 p.m.
Sep. 10 3 p.m.
Sep. 12 1 p.m.
Sep. 16 11 a.m.
Sep. 24 4 p.m.
Sep. 26 1 p.m.
Oct.1
3 p.m.
Oct. 3
1 p.m.
Oct. 8
7p.m.
Oct. 10 2 p.m.
Oct. 15 3 p.m.
Oct. 17 1 p.m.
Oct. 22 3 p.m.
Oct 24
12 p.m.
Oct. 27
3 p.m.
at OVC Tournament
Nov. 2-7 TBA
et NCAA College Cup
Nov. 12 TBA

2004 Men's Fbotball scherlule
Sep. 11

vs. Boston College
at Maine
vs. Portland State
vs. Fa1rf1eld
at Southern Illinois
vs. Wyoming
vs. M1ssoori-Kansas City
vs. Western Illinois
at DePaul
vs. Xavier
vs. Birmingham Southern
at Tennessee Tech
at Austin Peay
at Southeast Missouri
at Tennessee State
AUSTIN PEAY
TENNESSEE TECH
at Evansville
SAMFORD
JACKSONVlllE STATE
CHICAGO STATE
at Murray State
at Tennessee-Martin
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
TENNESSEE STATE
at Morehead State
at Eastern Kentucky
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
MURRAY STATE

.....

Nov. 19 5:15 p.m.
ST. FRANCIS (JOLIET)
at Loyola (Chicago)
Nov. 22 7 p.m.
Nov. 24 6p.m.
at Indiana State
IWNOIS-CHICAGO
Dec.2
7:05 p.m.
Dec.4
2:05p.m.
IUPUI
11 a.m.
at Michigan State
Dec.9
Dec. 11 2p.m.
at Butler
JACKSONVILLE
Dec.20 7:05p.m.
Dec.22 7:05p.m.
CHARLESTON SOUTHERN
at Iowa State Tournament (Dec. 29-30)
at Iowa State
Dec.29 8p.m.
Dec.30 5:30 p.m. or 8 p.m. vs. Mercer or Murray State
at Tennessee Tech
Jan.6
at Austin Peay
Jan.8
Jan. 11
at Southeast Missouri
Jan. 15
at Tennessee State
Jan.20 5:15 p.m.
AUSTIN PEAY
TENNESSEE TECH
Jan.22 2:05 p.m.
Jan.27 5:15 p.m.
SAMFORD
Jan.29 2:05p.m.
JACKSONVILLE STATE
at Murray State
Feb.3
Feb.5
at Tennessee-Martin
Feb.8
5:15 p.m.
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
Fob.10 5:15 p.m.
TENNESSEE STATE
Feb.17
at Morehead State
Feb. 19
at Eastern Kentucky
Feb.24 5:15 p.m.
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
Feb.26 2:05p.m.
MURRAY STATE
at OVC Tournament (Mar. 1-5)
Mar. 1
First-Round
Semifinal Game
Mar.4
Mar 5
Championship Game

-

-

Lantz Arena
Chicago
Terre Haute, Ind.
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
East Lansing, Mich.
Indianapolis. Ind.
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
Ames. Iowa
Ames. Iowa
Cookeville, Tenn.
Clarksville, Tenn.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Nashville, Tenn.
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
Murray, Ky.
Martin. Tenn.
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
Morehead. Ky.
Richmond, Ky.
Lantz Arena
Lantz Arena
Campus sites
Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.

ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKE ND

THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS
Sltll'day, _... 21, 2IDI
Section D

VERGE EDITOR

So, it has
come to this.
After 18 years
of living at
home,
being
cradled under
the wanning glow of your parents'
love, you have been cast out into
the cold and harsh world of college
life. How could one possibly adapt
to such a change in so little time?
Fear not, for there are a few things
that can help one get acclimated to
the rough and tumble world after
high school.

• Meet your new best
friend: Paverty
More often than not, students
come into college expecting it to
have all the same luxuries as they
had at home. The truth of the matter is that with rising tuition costs

and student fees always coming at
a premium of one arm and possibly
a leg, very few, if any, college students have enough money for
amenities. In other words, get used
to being poor.
It may not be a glamorous
lifestyle, but it helps to keep some
money in the billfold. First off,
Ramen noodles are key. Many a
night have I sat down to a steaming
bowl of chicken-flavored noodles
knowing that they are made all
more delicious because they are 17
cents for a pound and a half. So
even though you may not have
enough money to by cigarettes,
new clothes or even food, don't
worry, every other student is in the
same boat as you.

• Sleep, sllmeep. You can
rest when you 're dead.
Somewhere between your 4 a.m.
walk home and your 8 a.m. class,
you will realize that you might

have to learn to run on an empty
tank. This is an absolute essential
when it comes to surviving your
freshman year or any other for
that matter. It is a fact: in order to
succeed in your academic career,
you are going to have to study,
study, study and do it all on a minimum of sleep. I have found that if
one can find an easy class early in
the day to nap in, it is probably the
best chance for rest all day.
However, one must make sure not
to make too much of a habit out of
this or else grades will start to fall,
and very soon you may find yourself on the receiving end of an
angry phone call from your
parental units.

• This college stuff is hard.
Let's face it, as much as your
high school tried to prepare you for
college level work, it most likely
failed. Academic work in a folll'year university is hard stuff, and it

isn't going to get any easier for
you. So how can one possibly hope
to stay afloat? Don't panic.
Many times a freshman will
come into college thinking that
they will very soon run the place
and be able to do what they want,
when they want. The fact of the
matter is, that isn't going to happen. So before you loaf around and
completely screw yourself for the
first semester, remember that this
is all preparing you for your professional career, and you wouldn't
come into your job on a Monday
wearing the same clothes you bad
worn last night would you?
So just keep in mind that the
work you need to do, actually does
need to get done.

• The Benefits
I realize that perhaps I have
frightened a few of you and
because of that, I would like to
reassure you freshmen with the

benefits of coming to college.'
For the first time you are out on
your own, and while that can be
scary, you must realize that now is
the time to prove yourself.
When you are dropped off at
your dorm with nothing but a bag
of clothes and some books, remember that everyone around you is in
the same predicament. The fact
that you are all on your own will
provide you with the chance to
bond with your fellow freshmen. It
is now when you will be given the
chance to make all new friends and
reinvent yourself, if need be. Now
is the time when you will make
friends that will potentially last a
lifetime. And it is now that you will
lay the foundation for the person
you will inevitably grow into for
the rest of your days.
Welcome to Eastern Illinois
University, freshmen.

. . . .. , ...
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Top five movies of the summer
By David Thill
VERGE EDITOR

Every year when the mercury in the thermometers begins to rise, so do box office
numbers. Perhaps it is due to the fact that
students are not in school so they have more
time to spend watching movies, or maybe it
is just because people wish to seek refuge
from the summer heat in the arctic tundra
that is a finely air conditioned theater.
No matter what the reason, though, the
undeniable fact still remains that during the
summer, crowds flock to the movies in hopes
of seeing bigger explosions, grander endings
and more hilarious punch lines.
And with the increased number of viewers
comes the demand that only the choicest of
movies make their way to the silver screen.
It is this that has required the creation of this
list: the top five movies of the summer.

5) "Fahrenheit 9111"
Directed by Michael Moore
Starring: Michael Moore, George W. Bush
and Lila Lipscomb
"Fahrenheit" is a scathing statement
about the state of our nation and the presidential administration that has taken us into
an unwanted war.
Filmmaker Michael Moore takes the viewer through the Bush administration and
shows how th.rough unethical practices and
questionable motives, the president took our
nation into a very hostile Iraq.
Moore does a great job of running the
gamut from one end of the emotional spectrum to the other. The facts that Moore
uncovers will make you angry, the sights of
war will frighten you, the image of a mother
whose son was lost to war saddens and
through it all Moore finds a way to make the
audience laugh as he always does.
However, as with all of Moore's films,
"Fahrenheit" is unapologetically biased and
one-sided While this does make for a very
strong and fluid film, the viewer never really feels tom between sides. It hurts his overall arguments by not indulging the other,
m~ conservative, side. The film would
have benefitted by Moore making his opponents' viewpoint stronger, for that is the only
way he could have completely defeated his
opponents' arguments.
"Fahrenheit" is a fantastic film and a very
well-done documentary with true relevance.

4) ''Harry Potter and the
Prisoner ofAzkalxln.,
Dlrec:tecl by Alfomo CUar'on
Starring: Daniel Radclille, Emma Watson,
Rupert Grint and Gary Oldman
I was so enjoying being one of the only

people left on the planet that hated the
"Harry ~er" series, but now even I cannot
deny them.

The third movie in the book-to-film adapted series follows Harry (Daniel Radcliffe)
through bis third year at Hogwart's School
of Witchcraft and WJ.Zardry.
Like the other movies, Han-y and his
friends find a way to get themselves into a
sticky situation where only magic and mischief can get to the truth of the matter
At the beginning of the film, Harry finds
that the evil Sirius Black has escaped from
Azkaban prison, the most dreadful of prisons. This alarms Harry but does not particu·
larly phase him until he finds that Black
(Gary Oldman) is a murderer and is out to
find and kill Harry Potter, the young boy
who killed Black's master Voldemort.
The film is a fun one for young children
but mature enough that adults can enjoy it as
well. Unlike the other films, "The Prisoner of
Azkaban" is dark and has an evil feel to it
brought on by the reali1.ation by Harry and
his friends that their lives are very much in
danger.
It is not often that a 13-year-old protagonist comes to realize his or her own mortality.
The film does an excellent job of growing
with the characters much as the books do.
While the actors are getting older and more
mature, so are the characters and the situations they find themselves in.
'The Prisoner of Azkaban" is an amazing
film visually and otherwise. It is a strong
movie that is sure to set box office records
just as its predecessors have.

20TH CENTURY FOX

3) ''I, llobot"
Directed by Alex Proyas
Starring: Will Smith and Bridget
Moynahan
The latest July release from perennial
summer superstar Will Smith comes this
year in the form of futuristic action-mystery
"I, Robot.''
While at first g)ance this film seems flim.
sy and cheesy, it bides a surprisingly deep
and pnigmmt message about personal freedom and individuality.
The movie takes place in Chicago in the
year 20.15, where robots have become a
housebold item, serving humans and helping
lighten the burden of everyday busywork.
Smith plays Detective Spooner, assigned
to investigate the cause of a noted robotic

engineer's death.
The film takes off rather quickly and
mixes a good balance of action, sarcastic
humor and real crime drama. Spooner must
find out the secret behind the death, and
though it looks to be a suicide, he is not convinced and believes a robot committed the
murder even though robots are programmed to not be able to harm nor allow
harm to come to a human.
The movie moves very fluidl}· and quickly
and benefits from a strong supporting cast.
There are great action scenes, good dialogue
and an intriguing mystery that keeps the
viewer guessing. "I, Robot'" is the most surprising big-budget movie of the summer.

given no rest from the comedy.
Truly
a
phenomenal
comedy,
•Anchorman" is one of the rare funny movies
that will have fans back in the theater again
the next night just waiting to begin rolling in
the aisles again.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SONY PICTURES

1) "Spider-Man 2"
2) '}fnchcrrman.· The Legend of
Rnn Burgundy"
Directed by Adam McKay
Starring: Will Ferrell, Christina Applegate
and Steve Carrell
Will Ferrell brings his masterful comedic
timing to the big screen ttµs summer with
his latest starring role in, "Anchorman: The
Legend of Ron Burgundy."
Ferrell plays Ron Burgundy, a local news
anchor in San Diego during the 1970s.
Burgundy is the biggest thing in town and is
adored by all until a new challenge meets
him head on in the form of Veronica
Corningstone (Christina Applegate).
This movie is absolute comedic gold from
pillar to post, start to finish. This movie will
have audiences in stitches from the word
"go."
The best part about "Anchorman" is the
fact that many of the jokes work on numerous levels. Whether it be Burgundy speaking
to his dog or just the names of the characters
(Brick 'Dlmland, Champ Kind and Brian
Fantana).
Numerous cameos by big Hollywood stars
also help the already delightfully random
film.
"Anchorman" is a hysterical comedy and
truly the finest thus far by Will Ferrell.
Many of the best comedic moments come
when the audience does not expect them,
and ooce a big laugh resounds through the
theater, the film hits with three or four ac
five more jokes in a string so the viewer is

Directed by Sam Ralmi
Starring: Tubey Maguire, Kirsten Dunst,
Alfred Molina and J.K. Simmons
Was there any doubt that this seamless
comic book to film gem would not sit high
atop the best movie of the summer list?
Having already made over $302,000,000 in
the first three weeks since it's release, was
there doubt in anyone's mind that this wasn't
the greatest film of the season?
"Spider-Man 2" is nearly perfect. It does
what so many other super hero movies do
not do: it features a flawed hero. Spider-man
is an imperfect super-hero, who suffers from
his own shortcomings as well as bearing the
burden of a city wrought with crime.
This time, the web-slinger must fend off
Dr. Octopus (Alfred Molina) who wishes to
complete his perfect invention, even if it
means destroying the entire city of New
York as well as Mary Jane Watson (Kirsten
Dunst), Spider-man's love.
Tubey Maguire does as he bas before and
breathes life into ooe of Marvel's most
beloved super heroes while still giving an air
of believability to a seemingly unbelievable
story.
With mind-baffling action sequences,
amazing special effects, great dialogue and
an emotional roller coaster of a story,
"Spider-man 2" is very nearly, if not the,
greatest super-hero film ever made.
An absolute must-see, no one . will walk
away from this sequel disappointed.

348-1626
677 Lincoln Ave

Student Value Menu
Choose your favorite only $6.99
1. One Large 1-topping Pizza.
2. 10 piece order of Domino's Pizza Buffalo Chicken Kickers
& Breadsticks
3. One Medium 3-topping pizza.
4. One small 1-topping pizza & an order of Breadsticks.
5. 10 Buffalo wings & an order of Breadsticks.
6. Two small cheese pizzas.
7. One small Deluxe Feast or Vegi Feast
Late Night Special
! -topping pizza After Midnite Carry-out only!
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The ultimate Eastern bar
Charleston. TUinois contains a population of 21.100 people. It is
not a terribly large town, and being such, there isn't very much
to do.
' However. there are places for college students to spend their
free time. Places like bars, coffee shops and others of the like.
There are nearly 20 bars in Charleston, and marked in red, here
are just a few of those most frequented by college students.

Ma)'ty.,s
Marty's is the closest bar to
campus. On the corner of Grant
Avenue and 4th street, Marty's is
Eastern's resident sports bar.

Jerry's Piz1..a is, in fact, a pizza
restaurant but downstairs, Jerry's
Pub can be found. It is located on
the corner of 4th street and Lincoln

Stix is located at 1412
4th Street. It is a mh..1:ure
of a dance and sports
bar.

+ Stu's
For 20 years, Stu's operat
name but broke off as it's o
is owned by Paul Mejdrich.
Mejdrich describes Stu's a
lege students.
"We have the largest dan
"We are pretty much the o
town."
Stu's features Chicago ar a

~~~~5~[~l!ti~,..~~~~~~~~b,,.~~~~'~-- _j~~L~~ursdaysandislocate

ic\;~0:r~~#~~~rSF1:z;;;~~~~=~~==i::ckers.

s The B96 Mixmast s
fourth street, next to

of

+ 1lfad Hatter's
Mad Hatter's can be found xt t
Jimmy John's. It features poo tabl
and dart boards.
•

is the go-to place for students to find
entertainment outside of their residence hall rooms on a daily basis.

Located in the basement of the Martin Luther
King, Jr. University Union, the 7th Street
Underground was perviously known as the
Rathskeller Room. 7th Street Underground features stand-up comedy, live music and skits
throughout the year for the entertainment of
students.

Founded in the late 1970s, Friends
owned by J ason Kottwitz for near
"We play all differe~t kinds of m
said. "We play a lot of live music.
us apart from other bars." Frien
Open Mic Night every Wednesda
located at 509 Van Buren Avenue.
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1nd bar alternative guide
Bars aside, there are a few places
for Eastern students to find entertainment without alcohol. l\larked in
blue, here are a few.

Mike & Stan's
Mike & Stan's is one of the smaller
bars in town. It is located on Monroe
Avenue just east of the town S(Ju&re.

+ lrfother's
Located next door to
& Stan's, Mother's is
small bar.

-.

Owned by Kevin and Nancy
McGugan, Mac's Uptowner was
opened in 1983. They play any type
of music people want, Kevin
McGugan said. 'We have a downloadable jukebox with hundreds of
thousands of songs for people to
download," he said.
Mac's Uptowner features darts
tournaments; pool tournaments and
various other games as well as 70s
and 80s nights and their All
Acoustic Sunday.
"We have the best Sunday crowd
in town." he said. "We have bands
play throughout the year."

Jackson A venu
Coffee
Owned by Ryan and Dulcy
Dawson, Jackson Avenue Coffee
opened in April of 2002. "We get
little bit of every demographic
throughout the day,t' manager
Evan Kubicek said.
Most of the music played at JAC
is jazz and acoustic with a little bit
of bluegrass thrown in, Kubicek
said.
The distinguishing factor of JAC
is the atmosphere, he said. "It's a
very peaceful place. It's a very
open environment.'
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Eastern Illinois University

Business Operations
Monday - Friday
Saturday - Sunday

8:00 am - 4:30 pm
Closed

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
FAMILY WEEKEND

581-3616

Copy Express
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

7:30 am - 9:00 pm
7:30 am - 5:00 pm
Closed
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

COPIES
FULL COLOR COPIES
LAMINATING
LE'ITERHEAD & ENVELOPES
TYPESETTING/ PRE-PRESS SERVICES
SIGNS & BANNERS
LARGE FORMAT PRINTING
MATIING & FRAMING
NAME TAGS/ NAME PLATES
FAX SERVICE (217) 581-7064

581-3820
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www.eiu.edu/-copyexp

Ticl<et Office
Monday - Friday
Saturday - Sunday

10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Closed

Bus SERVICE
SPECIAL EVENTS TICKETS

581-5122
Monday - Friday
Saturday - Sunday

8:00 am - 4:30 pm
Closed

MEETINGS I CONFERENCES/ SPECIAL EVENTS

Panther Pantry
Monday - Thursday 8:00 am - 7:00 pm
8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Friday
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Saturday
1:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Sunday
SNACK FOODS, CANDY & FRUIT
BOTTLED & FOUNTAIN BEVERAGES
FROZEN BEVERAGES
NEWSPAPERS
KRISPIE KREME DOUGHNUTS

581-8314

Bowling Lanes
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9:00 am - 11:00 pm
Noon - 1:00 am
Noon - 1:00 am
1:00 pm - 11:00 pm

BOWLING
OPEN LANES / LEAGUES / CLASSES
BILLIARDS
VIDEO ARCADE
BUMPER BOWLING
COSMIC BOWLING
.....~ ·~··· · .••,~
OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT RENTAL

581-7457
Monday - Thursday
8:00 am - 7:00 pm
8:00 am - 4:30 pm
Friday
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Saturday
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Sunday
GIFTS
EIU CLOTHING
SCHOOL & ART SUPPLIES
GREEK MERCHANDISE
COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE
GREETING CARDS
PARCEL SHIPPING SERVICE
FAX SERVICE (217) 581-6625

581-5821

www.eiubookstore.com

581-3861
F~YWEEKEND

Monday - Friday
Saturday
OcroBER 1 - 3, 2004 Sunday

10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Noon - 3:00 pm
Closed

581-3616
CHECK CASHING/ ATM
COMPLETE BANK SERVICES

345-8340
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Ten things to know about Eastern
By David Thill
VERGE EDITOR

Our little university has literally hundreds of things to do and
numerous places to go, but as a
new student it can be a shock coming into a school and surroundings
you are unfamiliar with.
So to remedy this frightening
experience and make the transition smoother, I present the Top 10
Things to Know About Eastern.

•Super Wal-Mart will
become a second home.
Sorry to ruin the illusion for
you, but Charleston is not a mecca
of fashion nor is it a major bub of
commerce. So, if you wish to purchase just about anything, your
only option is the Wal-Mart
Supercenter. One will also find
that unexpected circumstances
will force you to find yourself at
this gargantuan warehouse of
goods constantly. So, be prepared
to take up residence here.
Perhaps you should consider having your mail sent there.

• .Fbur years will go by

very fast.

Although at times it will seem

•Prepare to walk.

like time has crawled to a stop, as
a whole, your time here at Eastern
will fly by. Since your time here
will go by so quickly, I suggest you
savor every moment of it, even
the mundane and annoying times.
No matter how badly the time is
going, just remember that it is the
best time you will have in your
life. Rainy football games, cold
homecoming parades, fall concerts and all the other events that
will take place during your tenure
here will be some of the most
memorable things you ever go
through.

Eastern is a pedestrian campus
and is becoming ever more so by
adding 7th street to the campus
and making it a one-way street.
Since the campus and the city as a
whole are quite small, you will
find the easiest way to get around
is by way of your feet.

• Take advantage of
what Eastern has to
offer.

• There 'is a wlwle world
north ofLincoln Avenue.
Many people forget that beyond
Lincoln Avenue is a whole section
of town that stays, relatively, in
the shadows of the college. Not
many students realize that,
beyond the main street in town,
lies the town square, numerous
small shops, the library, several
bars and many other different
businesses. It is the cultural and
historic portion of the city that
lies in hiding from the college students. It is truly worth taking the
time to walk to the Square if for
nothing more than to see part of
the town's history.

Eastern provides numerous
intramural sports, student publications, clubs, recognized student
organizations and other extracurricular activities. If one does not
do anything, then they have only
themselves to blame for it. There
is so much to do on campus that it
is a true shame and a waste to not
partake in at least one of Eastem's
many programs.

• The campus 'is under
con.stan t con.struction.
The university is constantly trying to update buildings and the
services they provide, so be prepared for ongoing construction at

all times. Although it may be trying and bothersome, just remember that all the problems with the
internet and the actual physical
construction are meant for the
best.

• Go to class.
Although it may appear to be a
no-brainer, you will be surprised
at how easy it is to miss a class.
When Mom and Dad are not an
ever present threat, you will slowly lose the drive to attend class
regularly. Just remember that for
every class you miss, you are that
much closer to spending a fifth
year at Eastern.

• Bring clothes for all
season.s.
While many new students
attending Eastern are from
Chicagoland, there are also students from the rest of the state,
the St. Louis area, and even the
occasional native Charleston resident among others. No matter
what region and climate you are
used to, one will quickly find that
the temperature control in the
dorms is in constant flux, and
while one moment it may be sweltering, the next it could be freez-

ing. Bring all types of attire and
expect the unexpected.

• Prepare to stand in

line.
Through the fault of no one in
particular, Eastern suffers from a
surplus of lines. There is always a
line to wait in and a reason to wait
there. Whether it is picking up
books, waiting in the food court or
anything else, chances are there
will be a line attached to it. Keep
in mind that it is no one's fault and
eventually the line will dwindle.
Patience is a virtue.

• Your Panther card 'is
your passport to college.
The most handy and important
item you can have on campus, the
Panther card, is your key to
unlock everything on campus, so
don't lose it. The Panther card
allows you to get in to several
events at discount prices, get in to
the recreation center and purchase food. And just like any passport, it costs an arm and a leg to
replace, so don't leave it lying
around.

Top ten songs of the summer
By David Thill
VERGE EDITOR

10) ''Freek-a-leek"
Each and every year from the
dance clubs to the beaches, the
~m;nm~r is Mt.e ~e of year for
tlie mo~t ~hcljjated albums to
be released and the hottest music
to be unveiled.
This summer has proven no
different, as several new acts as
well as old favorites have come
out with new albums and singles.
For the sake of the wary consumer, tired of wasting time and
money on horrible music, and in
case you have been under a rock
for the past three months and
would like to know what music is
big on the charts right now, I
present to you the top 10 songs of
the summer.

By Petey Pablo
It bas been nearly two years

since Petey Pablo burst on the
rap scene, and after having
remained under the radar since
then, it would have almost
seemed as though be bad become
just another one-bit-wonder.
However, with the recent release
of his single "Freek-a-leek,"
Pablo is back and in full swing.
The song has a good beat and is a
good all-around summer tune.

9) ''Breaking the Habit"
By Linkin Park
The latest release from the
electronic hard-rock act Linkin

Park is quickly becoming a radio
favorite. With the bands' classic
electronically symphonic sound
backed by loud, distorted guitars, Linkin Park's new single is
sure to please old fans and new
ones alike.

8) "Cold Hard Bitch"
By Jet
With their grungy appearance
and a vocalist that sounds straight
from the 1970's New York City
rock scene, the band Jet bas found
success with saying what many
ex-boyfriends have long thought.
Although the lyrics may not be the
most poetic, the strong rock riff
that emanates from the guitars followed by a classic rock melody
makes "Cold Hard Bitch" a fun

song to rock out to, which is ideal
for any summer song.

7) "Yeah!"
By Ushe r feat. Lil' John and
Ludacris
The first single off of Usher's
latest album "Confessions" is a
smash bit that has bit the top of
the charts and become a demand
at any dance club in the nation.
With his soulful voice, Usher has
found a way to sing not only
romantic songs but party
anthems as well. Add in the
skilled rhyming ability of southern fried rapper Ludacris and a
few unnecessary shouts by 'Lil
John and you have a recipe for a
smash hit.

6) "It's About Time"
By Van Halen
Must anything else even be
said other than the name of the
group? Van Halen has been a staple of rock and roll for 25 years,
and even though they have been
absent from the charts for a few
years, this new single from their
greatest bits album is a true
return to form for these gods of
rock. Young punk rockers could
learn a thing or three from these
masters of metal.

5) "Down"
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By Blink 182
The latest release from this
San Diego trio is a step in the
right direction. "Down," the
band's latest single, is a sullen
and mature song not usually seen
from a band that likes to tell fart
jokes on stage. The song is
indicative of the entire album
released by the band this past
fall. The band has slowly been
moving in a more mature direction, seemingly trying to leave
behind their stigma of being just
another pop-punk act. With songs
like this, Blink 182 should be able
to shed the stereotype sooner
than later.

4) "Take Me Out"

By Franz Ferdinand
This art-house rock group was
completely unheard of to most
radio listeners until they
released this breakout hit song
early this summer. After just 10
weeks on the charts, the song has

already reached number 7 on the
modern rock genre. A good
strong beat tied in with vocals
reminiscent of early Robert
Smith of The Cure gives this
song, as well as this band, a very
unique sound.

3) "Talk Shows On
Mute"
By Incubus
A slower song than most others on the rock charts right now,
"Talk Shows On Mute" is the latest and greatest from So-Cal
rock band Incubus. After the initial release of "Megalomaniac,"
many fans thought the band bad
become too political, but this
song reminds us that just
because a band bas important
views on heavy issues doesn't
mean that they can't release a
song without such a heavy topic.
The use of synthesizers in the
song is phenomenal, and that is
why after just 15 weeks on the
charts "Talk Shows On Mute" is
already at number 3.

2) ''Float On"
By Modest Mouse
Possibly the biggest surprise
of the summer, Modest Mouse
bas come, like Franz Ferdinand,
from relatively nowhere to capture the attention and ears of all
of America. "Float On" is a
departure from the usual sound
of Modest Mouse, but it is still a
very radio-friendly song that can
be beard from rock stations to
pop stations alike.

1) "Ch-check it out"
By The Beastie Boys
It is with great pleasure that I

crown the best song of the summer "Ch-Check it out" by The
Beastie Boys. It has been a few
years since these New York rappers have been seen, but with the
same swagger and sound the
Beasties have grabbed the reigns
of pop music yet again. The song
is a fantastic mixture of old
school and new school rap. The
band utilizes the same method of
melding hilarious lyrics with
infectious rhythms and an easy
hook. Congrats to these veterans
of the music world who masterfully show how,even at 40-yearsold, white boys can still rap.

